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SUMMARY
In April 2018 Archaeology South-East (a division of the UCL Centre for Applied Archaeology)
carried out a historic buildings record of the Somerset Barracks at Shorncliffe Garrison,
Folkestone, Kent CT20 3HL (NGR TR 198 357). The work was commissioned by CgMs
Limited and requested by Shepway District Council, to be addressed as a condition placed
on planning consent relating to the redevelopment of the site for up to 1200 dwellings, a
school, sports and leisure facilities, together with associated infrastructure, landscaping and
access (planning ref: Y14/0300/CON). This comprises the second report in a series of
historic building records to be made across the Shorncliffe site as individual areas become
available.
Shorncliffe Garrison originated with the construction in 1794 of an earthen fort – ‘The
Redoubt’ on a spur of high ground commanding the maritime approaches to Folkestone. A
training camp for Light Infantry was established at Shorncliffe in 1803 by Sir John Moore, but
it was not until the 1850s that a more permanent training ground was constructed, one of the
first such in the country, against the general backdrop of the Crimean War. By 1900, a major
programme of investment resulted in the permanent complexes of army barracks, including
those for the Royal Artillery and Royal Engineers, together with a military hospital. Shorncliffe
became one of the main training and assembly places for Kitchener’s New Army during the
First World War, and was upgraded and expanded just before the outbreak of the Second
World War. Following the war’s cessation, the site gradually declined in importance and was
partially redeveloped, although the Ministry of Defence retains the Sir John Moore Plain and
Barracks for use by the Brigade of Gurkhas, together with the nearby Shorncliffe Military
Cemetery.
The Somerset Barracks originated in the mid-19th century with a complex of wooden huts to
accommodate troops during the Crimean War and its aftermath. The 1890 Barracks Act
precipitated their replacement in a more permanent form in 1897. All of the soldiers’
accommodation, together with communal facilities and other ancillary buildings, lay to the
north of the present site, and were demolished in the 1970s. The surviving area comprises a
large mess building for the officers’ accommodation, two semi-detached officers’ houses, a
complex of primary and infant schools and a small church of corrugated iron. These were
joined in 1916 by the Sir John Moore Memorial Library; a new garrison church was built in
1939-40, and lies immediately outside the western boundary of the development site. The
school and iron church have long since fallen out of use, but the officers’ mess building and
officers’ houses remained in use as offices for the army garrison until 2017, and the Sir John
Moore Memorial Library was retained as a recreational space.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

In April 2018 Archaeology South-East (a division of the UCL Centre for Applied
Archaeology) carried out a historic buildings record of the Somerset Barracks at
the Shorncliffe Garrison, Folkestone, Kent CT20 3HL (NGR TR 192 358; Figures
1-3). This comprises the second report in a series of historic building records to be
made across the Shorncliffe site as individual areas become available.

1.2

The work was commissioned by CgMs Limited and requested by Shepway District
Council, to be addressed as a condition placed on planning consent relating to the
redevelopment of the site for up to 1200 dwellings, a school, sports and leisure
facilities, together with associated infrastructure, landscaping and access (planning
ref: Y14/0300/CON). Condition 27 of Y14/0300/CON states that:
Prior to the demolition of any buildings in any phase or sub-phase of the
development, a Historic Buildings Record will be carried out, the scope of which
shall previously have been agreed through a written scheme of investigation
with Shepway District Council, Historic England and Kent County Council. The
building record will be reported at each phase or sub-phase of the development
through a report medium to be agreed in advance with Shepway District
Council, Historic England and Kent County Council. Ultimately a report
monograph covering the entire Site will be produced for publication which will
also include the military archaeology of the Site.
Reason
To ensure that features of archaeological interest are properly examined and
recorded.

1.3

All the structures on the site are to be demolished, aside from the following:







Water Tower (Building 1)
Racquet Court (Building 3)
Concrete Barrack Block no. 1 (Building 5)
Sir John Moore Memorial Library (Building 17)
Gates to Risborough Ordnance Depot
Officers Mess, Risborough Barracks (Building 36)

2.0

SCOPE & METHODOLOGY

2.1

The recording involved the survey of the buildings of the Somerset Barracks to
Levels 2 and 3 standard as defined by English Heritage (2006) and as set out in
the written scheme of investigation (ASE 2015). Plans showing the structures
surveyed and the level of the record for each structure have been reproduced as
Figures 2-3.

2.2

Subject to accessibility and survival, a photographic record was made of the
exterior and interior of the buildings. The buildings and their setting were digitally
photographed, including general external and internal views, street frontages and
surviving architectural detail, fixtures and fittings. An index of the digital
photography, together with location plans are included as an appendix to this
report.
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2.3

The written description and photographic record is supplemented by a drawn
record of the site. This comprises plans of some buildings and an outline plan of
the whole site, together with sections and elevations where available. In some
cases these are based on historic architectural drawings, which were checked by
the surveyors on-site and augmented with additional features where necessary.

2.4

The site has been the subject of a number of recent reports: a cultural heritage
desk-based assessment (CgMs 2014), a built heritage statement (CgMs 2015), an
interpretative walkover survey (Russell 2014) and an archaeological evaluation
and conservation management plan relating to the Napoleonic-era redoubt
towards the southern end of the site (Wessex Archaeology 2006; James 2015). A
historical overview has previously been published for part of the site (Caverhill
2003), and a historic building record of the Risborough Ordnance Depot was
completed in 2016 (Shapland 2016).

3.0

SITE LOCATION

3.1

Shorncliffe Garrison is a sizeable military installation located on the coast two
miles west of central Folkestone, to the north of the settlement of Sandgate. At its
greatest, Shorncliffe Garrison extended over an area of some 1.8 square
kilometres; the development site comprises only five component areas within this
wider complex, namely Burgoyne Barracks, Napier Barracks, Somerset Barracks,
Risborough Barracks and the Risborough Ordnance Depot (NGR TR 192 358;
Figure 1).

3.2

The site consists of a relatively flat coastal plain elevated some 60-75 metres
above Ordnance Datum, descending steeply south towards the sea and the river
valleys to the east and west. The railway from Ashford to Dover runs along the
level ground to the north.

3.3

The development site as a whole lies towards the northern and western ends of
the wider Garrison site, away from its historic cores at the former Ross Barracks
and earthen Redoubt. It is bounded by Church Road to the north, the housing
estates bordering Horn Street to the west, the retained Sir John Moore Barracks to
the south and the Royal Military Avenue to the east.

3.4

The Somerset Barracks lies detached a short distance to the east of the Royal
Military Avenue, bounded by the old St Mark’s Church to the west, the Sir John
Moore Plain and Barracks to the south and east, and North Road to the north. This
covers a roughly rectangular area of 3.3 hectares; the Somerset Barracks
originally extended for a considerable distance to the north, where most of the
barracks accommodation itself was located, but this was sold off for development
in 1973.
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4.0

STATUTORY DESIGNATIONS
Listed Buildings

4.1

The gates to the Risborough Ordnance Depot are Grade II listed (List Entry
Number: 1417352): see Appendix 1.

4.2

The Racquet Court (Building 3), Burgoyne Barracks, is a Grade II listed building
(List Entry Number: 1417335).

4.3

Concrete Barrack Block no. 1 (Building 5), Burgoyne Barracks, is a Grade II listed
building (List Entry Number: 1417336).

4.4

The Sir John Moore Memorial Library (Building 17), Somerset Barracks, is a Grade
II listed building (List Entry Number: 1417345).

4.5

The statue of Sir John Moore, Somerset Barracks, is Grade II listed (List Entry
Number: 1344157).
Scheduled Monuments

4.6

Shorncliffe Redoubt, at the southern end of the development site, is a Scheduled
Monument (Ref. 1401815).

4.7

Martello tower no. 9, at the south-western end of the development site, is a
Scheduled Monument (Ref. 32254).

5.0

HISTORIC BACKGROUND

5.1

The foregoing summary is drawn from the previously published sources,
enumerated above, and from the website of the Shorncliffe Trust. Shorncliffe
Garrison originated with the construction in 1794 of an earthen fort – ‘The
Redoubt’ – due to the increasing threat of invasion from France. The Board of
Ordnance had identified vulnerability in the coastal defences between the major
naval ports, so the Redoubt was designed by Lt. Col. William Twiss of the Royal
Engineers to be located on a spur of high ground commanding the maritime
approaches to Folkestone and providing support to the Shorncliffe battery which
was constructed at the foot of the cliffs immediately to the south. Further defensive
works, such as Martello towers, were constructed below the redoubt over
subsequent years, and the area remained important for military defence.

5.2

A training camp for Light Infantry was established at Shorncliffe in 1803 by Sir
John Moore, consisting of little more than temporary buildings and an open field. It
was not until the 1850s that a more permanent training ground was constructed,
one of the first such in the country, against the general backdrop of the Crimean
War. Wooden huts were laid out in grid patterns around a central parade ground,
with a series of ancillary buildings around the perimeter road. These included a set
of ‘permanent barracks’ for the Royal Artillery, laid out in a courtyard plan (at what
was later known as Ross Barracks), together with a church at the military
cemetery, a hospital, the Royal Engineers Department and further barracks to the
west. This was how the site appeared when Queen Victoria visited in 1855 to
review 3,500 troops; further buildings were added in the 1860s and 70s, including
a rackets court, which is the earliest to survive on the site.
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5.3

By the 1880s the old wooden accommodation blocks were undergoing
replacement, initially with experimental concrete huts – the first such in the country
– and subsequently with brick. By 1900, a major programme of investment resulted
in the permanent buildings forming Moore Barracks, Napier Barracks, Somerset
(Artillery) Barracks, Ross Barracks and the Royal Engineers (later Burgoyne)
Barracks, each consisting of parallel rows of accommodation huts, a large officers’
mess, and other ancillary buildings. The Risborough Barracks followed in 1904 on
land to the north of the original site, and an Army Ordnance Depot was laid out
from 1899 to the east. The old military hospital was replaced in 1892, and married
quarters across the site between 1899 and 1912.

5.4

The outbreak of the First World War precipitated further expansion on St Martin’s
Plain, and the service block to the east of Risborough Barracks. Shorncliffe
became one of the main training and assembly places for Kitchener’s New Army
during this time, as 20,000 recruits were stationed here in September 1914. They
were followed by 40,000 Canadian troops the following year, who were visited by
King George V. The strategic advantage of Shorncliffe was that troops could leave
there in the morning and be in the trenches of the Western Front by lunchtime,
meaning that it remained of central importance throughout the war. As such it was
subjected to a Zeppelin raid on 20th October 1917.

5.5

The corrugated iron huts on St Martin’s Plain remained in use until the Second
World War, with the Risborough and Moore Barracks upgraded and expanded just
before its outbreak, in 1938 and 1939 respectively. The perimeter of the site was
defended by a ring of pillboxes, a number of which survive, and St Martin’s Plain
was used as the base for anti-aircraft batteries. Following the war’s cessation, the
site became the headquarters of the 1st Brigade of Guards during the Suez Crisis
of 1956, before being left vacant for some years. The new Moore Barracks was
constructed in 1967, retaining only the four 1930s ‘Sandhurst’ blocks from the old
site, and Shorncliffe was further boosted by the Northern Ireland crisis from 1969
onwards, when it was used for training troops: regular, territorial and cadet.

5.6

The Royal Engineers progressively vacated the site during the later 20th century,
whilst the Light Infantry moved out in October 1986. The hospital was demolished
in 1970, and Ross Barracks, together with the greater part of Somerset Barracks,
were sold off for redevelopment in 1973. Moore Barracks was occupied by the 1st
Battalion The Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders during the withdrawal of troops
from Germany 1993-5, before the Royal Gurkha Regiment moved in in 2000. Much
of the site was sold for redevelopment in 2013, but the Ministry of Defence retains
the Sir John Moore Plain and Barracks for use by the Brigade of Gurkhas, together
with the nearby Shorncliffe Military Cemetery.
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6.0

DESCRIPTION OF THE SOMERSET BARRACKS

6.1

Introduction

6.1.1

The Somerset Barracks originated in the mid-19th century with a complex of
wooden huts to accommodate troops during the Crimean War and its aftermath.
The 1890 Barracks Act precipitated their replacement in a more permanent form in
1897 (Figures 7 & 8). All of the barrack blocks lay in the northern part of the site,
including those for married troops, warrant officers, together with canteens,
recreation rooms, kitchens, a riding school, stables and other ancillary buildings. A
large mess building for the officers’ accommodation was erected to the south of
North Road; to the west lay the quarter masters’ accommodation, adjacent infant
and ‘adult’ schools, a headmaster’s house, a forage barn and a pair of ball courts
(Figures 9 & 10; Plates 1 & 2). The northern barrack area was demolished in the
1970s: it is only the southern part of the site that still survives.

6.1.2

By 1907, the southern part of Somerset Barracks had gained a small church of
corrugated iron, augmenting the large garrison church then present at nearby
Napier barracks (Figure 4). This was joined in 1916 by the Sir John Moore
Memorial Library, plans for which had been put in place prior to the First World
War. A modest dwelling was constructed adjacent around this time, presumably as
a residence for a senior officer. The garrison church was moved to a new building
immediately to the west of the site (outside the present development area) in
1939-40, although the old iron church was kept in use for the adjacent school.

6.2

Building 15a: Infant School

6.2.1

NGR: TR 19689 35833

6.2.2

Level of record: 2

6.2.3

Function: school

6.2.4

Date of construction: 1897

6.2.5

Description:
General layout (Figures 9, 10 & 12)

6.2.6

The infant school lies on the western side of the adult school, from which it was
originally separated by its own playground. It is a single-storey structure of two
short wings laid out perpendicularly to one another to form an approximate Lshape, whose main entrance was via a covered pentice on its southern side
(Plates 3 & 4). This bipartite division reflects the strict division between girls’ and
boys’ education at this time. Each wing had two main classrooms – presumably for
younger and older children – together with cloakrooms, book cupboards and the
like. The toilets were situated in detached structures on the edge of a walled
playground which formerly extended to the south of the building, but this is no
longer extant.
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Exterior
6.2.7

The infant school is built from red brick laid in stretcher bond, indicating that it is of
cavity wall construction, as is confirmed by the regular presence of small iron
ventilation grilles across its external elevations. Each of its two wings comprises a
gable-ended block with a pitched slate roof, clasping buttresses to each corner,
and a shallow, sloping plinth. The eaves are stepped out to form a simple
entablature with brick dentilation, which is carried across each gable end as a
heavy parapet, terminating in projecting brick kneelers. This lends the building
solidity and heft, despite its modest size. The majority of its windows are timber
sashes set within flat-headed openings with projecting stone sills and terracotta
lintels of curious design: each is formed from a series of tessellating blocks with a
pronounced roll-moulding to its underside.

6.2.8

The main entrance to the school is via its principal, southern elevation (Plate 3).
This is distinguished by a further pair of gables which flank the main doorway, set
with small tilting windows of eight panes apiece. The lower part of the elevation is
set with a covered walkway or pentice supported on an arcade of slender iron
columns in the Tuscan style (Plate 5). This obscures a variety of small, two-leaf
sash windows lighting the vestibule and cloakrooms beyond, which lack the
ornamented terracotta lintels seen elsewhere. The main door itself is a ledged,
braced and battened affair of two leaves; the other main door, into the girls’ wing to
the west, is of similar type.

6.2.9

The eaves are broken to the western and northern elevations of the building by a
trio of lucarnes, which accommodate tall windows lighting the large classrooms
beyond. These consist of tiers of conventional sash windows topped by tilting
lights, and would have provided a sense of height and brightness, necessary for
reading and writing in a period before the widespread adoption of artificial
illumination. There are four of these windows to the eastern (boys’) wing, but only
three to the western, reflecting not only the smaller sizes of the classrooms to the
latter, but the relative gender attitudes of late Victorian England.

6.2.10

The infants’ school was heated by fireplaces rather than hot air or radiators, with
one to each of the boys’ classrooms, but only one of the two girls’ classrooms
being heated. The chimney-stacks are of simple type, with two unadorned tiers of
brick, the upper smaller than the lower, topped by an oversailing course of brick.
Interestingly, the lack of a fireplace to the second girls’ classroom appears to have
been rectified at a later date, as there is a plain stack of slightly different brick
inserted to the building’s west elevation.
Interior

6.2.11

The interior of the building was not accessible due to its parlous structural state.
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6.3

Building 15b: Adult School

6.3.1

NGR: TR 19689 35833

6.3.2

Level of record: 2

6.3.3

Function: school

6.3.4

Date of construction: 1897

6.3.5

Description:
General layout (Figures 9 & 10)

6.3.6

The oddly-named ‘adults’ school – presumably in reality a school for older children
– originated in 1897 as a single storey rectangular block aligned north/south,
somewhat larger in scale than the infant school adjacent (Plates 6-8). It comprises
two larger classrooms to each end of the building, and two smaller classrooms in
between, connected by a short corridor which housed cupboards for caps, coats
and books. It is unclear whether this arrangement was divided along gender lines.
The entrance is in the east elevation, and the walled playground to the south, with
WCs and a covered shed (since demolished) on the southern boundary of the site.

6.3.7

The adults’ school was extended between 1931 and 1938 with the addition of a
second range running perpendicularly from the western elevation of the original,
effectively doubling its floor area (Figure 5). The internal layout of this part of the
building is presently unknown. It had become part of the adjacent primary school
by the 1960s (Figure 11).
Exterior

6.3.8

The adults’ school is of identical construction to the infants’, of red brick laid in
stretcher bond, with clasping buttresses, a dentilled entablature and parapeted
gables. Additional brick pilasters are present to break up its side elevations which
are windowless. The windows themselves are of the same type as the infants’
school – a variety of timber sashes set within flat-headed openings with decorative
terracotta lintels. It has a pitched roof of slate which runs perpendicular at each
end of the building, over each of the two principal classrooms present here.

6.3.9

The principal, eastern elevation would have been the most prominent part of the
school complex visible from the rest of the site: the quarter master’s dwelling, and
the officers’ mess beyond. Its main feature is the prominent gables which flank it,
emphasising the large classrooms present to each end of the building. Each gable
end is set with a trio of sash windows, the central taller than its companions and
provided with an additional tilting light. The lower central part of the elevation has
two smaller windows to either side of the entrance porch, which projects slightly
forward of the rest of the building. The doorway, which is flanked by a pair of
smaller vertical windows, has a terracotta lintel of the type common to the
building’s windows, and is hung with a two-leaf plank-built door.

6.3.10

The south elevation would originally have been blank, relieved only by slender
pilasters of simple brick. This has been subsequently augmented by a small postWar brick-built extension and fire escape, present here by the 1950s. The long
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west elevation is essentially the same as the eastern, albeit with further modest
sash windows in place of the central entranceway and porch.
6.3.11

The northern part of the original school was extended in the 1930s. This was
executed in near-identical style to the existing building, down to the execution of
the entablature, the terracotta lintels to the windows and the design of the western
gable end. Slight differences are the greater width of the brick pilasters compared
to the older part of the north elevation, and the paucity of original chimney-stacks,
indicating that central heating had been installed by this time. The southern side of
this extension was provided with a long, low range set with sash windows and
plank-built doors of the type seen elsewhere. Its main feature is a tall, single-flue
chimney-stack decorated with a dentilled entablature at its summit. It implies that
this part of the building housed the boiler-house for the central heating that was
presumably installed at this time.
Interior

6.3.12

The interior of the building was not accessible due to its parlous structural state.

6.4

Building 16: Iron Church

6.4.1

NGR: TR 19699 35793

6.4.2

Level of record: 3

6.4.3

Function: church, later hall

6.4.4

Date of construction: c. 1902-6

6.4.5

Description:
General layout

6.4.6

The building comprises a main church hall with a small porch projecting from its
western end. A smaller structure – presumably a Sunday school or vestry –
appends its northern side, together with a complex of lean-to WCs and sheds.
Exterior

6.4.7

The building is of timber construction, which is wholly clad to its exterior by
corrugated iron painted green (Plates 9 & 10). This rests on a low brick plinth,
much of which retains its cement render. It has a pitched roof, also of corrugated
iron, which has timber barge-boards ornamented to the eastern gable with scrolls
and piercings in such a way as to evoke trefoil decoration. The barge-boards
elsewhere are plain.

6.4.8

In keeping with traditional liturgical arrangements, the principal entrance to the
church was from the west, via the porch, which has a plank-built door painted a
darker shade than the remainder of the structure’s exterior. The porch is a later
addition, erected between 1938 and 1958. A secondary entrance has been
inserted in the eastern wall, set off-centre so as to respect the presumed location
of the former altar.
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6.4.9

The primary decorative feature of the church are its timber windows, which are
broadly Gothic in their style (Plate 10). The main window lies high up in the eastern
wall, above the former location of the altar. It is of three lights, with decorative
intersecting bar-tracery at its summit. The windows to the long side elevations are
smaller, with two simple pointed lights apiece. That to the front (western) elevation
is of a single pointed light; the square window above the porch is presumably a
later insertion.

6.4.10

The extensions on the northern side of the church were erected between 1907 and
1938, by which time the building is termed a ‘hall’ on Ordnance Survey mapping,
presumably for the adjacent school (Figures 4 & 5). The ?vestry/Sunday school
has large, rectangular windows with tilting central lights, two apiece in its eastern
and western walls. The lean-to WC and sheds have small windows of simple twoand four-pane type, and are accessed via a plain modern door set with a
rectangular light.
Interior

6.4.11

The interior of the church was not accessible due to severe asbestos
contamination. Glimpses through the available openings show it to be clad with
vertical planking (Plate 11), which is interrupted beneath the principal eastern
window, showing there the altar would have been. The space has simple plank
skirting and moulded architraves to its window-openings, but no other extant
decoration. The lofty roof is open to its sarking boards, which rest on purlins
supported by timber trusses. These are braced with iron tension-rods held by
triangular cast iron brackets with simple pierced decoration.

6.4.12

The ?vestry/Sunday school is accessed from the western end of the church via a
simple four-panelled door, which retains its hat-and-coat hook, lock-case and
Bakelite knob. The room is clad with vertical planking in the manner of the main
church hall, which bears a slender picture-rail, and has a simple timber truss to its
roof. No other decoration or fixtures are present.
Discussion

6.4.13

The church is absent on the 1902 general plan, and first appears on the 1897 first
floor plan of the site, which was updated in 1906 (Figure 10). There has been
confusion as to why this building was needed, when a much more substantial
church was already provided elsewhere in the barracks, and why it was retained
even after the erection of the adjacent St Mark’s church in 1939-40. The answer is
implied by the 1907 and later Ordnance Survey maps, which show it as an
enclosed appendage adjoining the complex of school buildings on its northern side
(Figures 4-6). This must have been the school church, retained long after its
deconsecration as the school hall. By this time it was known as the ‘Pearce Hall’,
as shown on a drainage plan from the 1960s (Figure 11).
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6.5

Building 17: Sir John Moore Memorial Library

6.5.1

NGR: TR 19692 35768

6.5.2

Level of record: 3

6.5.3

Function: recreation hall and library

6.5.4

Date of construction: 1916

6.5.5

Designation: Grade II listed (List Entry No. 1417345: see Appendix 1).

6.5.6

Description:
General layout (Figure 13)

6.5.7

The Sir John Moore Memorial Library is a two-storey building aligned east/west,
with its principal elevation facing south, beyond a statue of Sir John Moore and the
open expanse of the plain which also bears his name (Plates 12 & 13). It
comprises a large hall with a stage at its western end and a balcony at its eastern;
beneath the balcony lies a reading room and a small vestibule, with a boiler room
at basement level (not accessed). A small toilet extension was erected to the east
in the 1960s. We are fortunate in retaining Aston Webb’s original drawings and
specifications for the building, from which some of the following description is
drawn (Figures 14-20; Appendix 4).
Exterior

6.5.8

The library is constructed in the Arts-and-Crafts style from red Wrotham handmade brick laid in English bond, with a random distribution of burnt headers
throughout. The foundations are of concrete, with concrete used elsewhere as
structural support within the walls; all of the visible dressings are of Portland stone.

6.5.9

The principal, south-facing elevation bears four recessed bays divided by stepped
buttresses, each set with a three-light mullioned window (Plate 12). The flanking
bays advance beyond the building line and break through the eaves, terminating in
a stone-capped parapet, with flat asphalt roof behind. The eastern comprises the
main entrance, which has a two-leaf timber door within a Tudor arch set in a
chamfered stone surround, with plain roundels to its spandrels. Above is the crest
of Sir John Moore carved in deep relief, supported by a rifleman and a highlander,
and topped by a portrait bust of Sir John Moore in profile (Plate 14). The western
projecting bay has a large six-light mullioned-and-transomed stained glass
window, which lights the stage area beyond (Plate 15). It has a further two-light
window of similar type on its west-facing return.

6.5.10

The west elevation bears decorative bands of stacked clay tiles, and an oculus
window at the apex of its shouldered gable end.

6.5.11

The north elevation has a similar bay window at its western end, lighting the stage,
as is present on its south-facing counterpart (Plate 15). The remaining five bays
are recessed behind stepped buttresses, again in similar fashion to the south
elevation (Plate 13). Four bear three-light mullioned windows, the fourth a
secondary entrance into the hall, which partially interrupts the window here. This
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doorway has a simple four-centred Tudor arch and is hung with a two-leaf, halfglazed timber door.
6.5.12

The east elevation has a decorative band of tiles at its base, bisected by an
engaged pier with a stepped head which disguises the chimney-flue within the wall
(Plate 12). This is flanked by two-light windows of nine panes apiece, of much
simpler type than elsewhere. Above the pier is a recessed panel, as if for a former
plaque or sundial, and a further pair of two-light windows with three-centred heads,
recessed spandrels and a shouldered lintel, are topped by a continuous dripmould. The apex of the gable end bears a pair of small ventilation grilles formed
from tiles.

6.5.13

The library has a pitched roof clad with brown tiles. It has cast iron drainage,
including fine decorative hoppers bearing Tudor roses, and fleur-de-lys to their
brackets (Plate 16). The main feature of note is a sizeable lead lantern, which
comprises a tapering half-glazed cupola with a square domed roof, and glazed
lights in its sides (Plates 12 & 13). A sum of £15 pounds was allowed for a
weather-vane and lightning conductor in the original specification (Appendix 4):
according to the building’s listing description, this was salvaged by LieutenantColonel Sir Aylmer Haldane, the camp commander, in 1915 from the church in the
village of Zillebeke, near Ypres, Belgium (Appendix 4). It has since been returned
to Zillebeke by the Ministry of Defence. A small brick chimney stack, plain in form,
is also present at the roof’s eastern end, which vents the boiler room in the
basement.

6.5.14

Projecting from the eastern side of the building is a small WC extension, which is
constructed from similar bricks to the main building, laid in stretcher bond. It has
nine-pane steel casement windows with stone surrounds, mullions and sills, and
lintels of red bricks laid in a soldier course. Its layout comprises a pair of small
WCs linked to the rest of the building via a covered pentice, and an inserted
doorway hung with a two-panelled timber door. Built in the 1960s, the original
architectural plans for this extension are retained in the Shorncliffe archive (Figure
21).

6.5.15

A bronze statue of Sir John Moore by the sculptor John Tweed was erected in front
of the library in 1923, positioned so as to frame the approach from the open plain
and through into the main entrance in the south elevation (Plate 17). It depicts Sir
John in a walking pose leaning upon his sword, atop a substantial pedestal of
Portland stone whose dado is inscribed ‘Moore 1761-1809’ to the front and rear
(Plate 18). It is set within a small area of landscaped planting, which has become
much overgrown. A tantalising feature here is an inscribed slab set within the path
to the rear of the statue, but its text is now unreadable. This is a memorial to an
army mule named ‘Salamanca’, who served in Spain during the Peninsula War,
carrying the canteens for General Clinton.
Interior: vestibule

6.5.16

The main entrance vestibule lies at the south-eastern corner of the building,
accessed from the front porch by a later 20th century glazed screen and fire door. It
is floored with tiles and has walls of exposed brick which are decoratively banded
with slender tiles at the level of each of its doorway or other openings. The
principal feature is the stair up to balcony level, which has a straight flight with an
open string and winders at the turn to top and bottom (Plate 19). It has a simple
square newel-post and plain diamond-shaped balusters, interspersed with slender
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turned balusters with tapering columns. The stout handrail has a flat top and
slightly concave sides; the stair risers are decorated with recessed panels.
Beneath the stair is a segmentally-headed alcove which contains an original cast
iron radiator decorated with a relief pattern of arabesques. In the east wall, the
two-leaf door to the hall is of timber with occluded lights, and retains a pair of
ornate handles executed in a scroll-like arabesque, echoing the design of the
radiator.
Interior: hall
6.5.17

The main hall is laid out with a gallery overlooking its eastern end, and a low stage
which stretches into the bay windows at its western end (Plates 20 & 21). The
stage is fronted by latticed grids of timber in the Arts-and-Crafts style, resembling a
skeuomorph of lath infill from the walls of a vernacular building. They are
interspersed with square balusters executed in a broadly Jacobean style.
According to the architect’s specification, the stage is floored with Oregon pine,
and the rest of the hall with maple parquet, although this is now concealed with
carpet (Appendix 4). Heating was provided by a ‘low pressure hot water system’
with radiators and hot pipes set into the walls, for which the sum of £110 was
budgeted (Appendix 4): the original radiators have been replaced. Lighting would
originally have been with gas: according to a wiring diagram preserved in the
Shorncliffe Archives, it was first fitted with electric lighting in 1923.

6.5.18

The interior of the hall is dominated by the unusual roof structure, which has two
tiers of continuous side-purlins and steel trusses with heavy arch-braces to collar
level (Plate 22). There are off-set collars to each rafter pair; those of the principal
trusses are steel, with king-posts and raking struts.

6.5.19

The hall is decorated by stained glass, which is concentrated within the bay
windows lighting the stage at its western end (Plates 23 & 24). These depict the
arms of individuals and regiments connected with Sir John Moore, in particular
during the Peninsular War:

LOCATION
North window, upper tier, left
North window, upper tier, middle
North window, upper tier, right
North window, lower tier, left
North window, lower tier, middle
North window, lower tier, right
North-west window, upper light
North-west window, lower light
South window, upper tier, left
South window, upper tier,
middle
South window, upper tier, right
South window, lower tier, left
South window, lower tier, middle
South window, lower tier, right
South -west window, upper light
South -west window, lower light

DESCRIPTION
Arms of Lieutenant Colonel Andrew Barnard (17731855)
Major General Robert Craufurd (1764-1812)
Arms of Lieutenant Colonel John Colborne (1778-1863)
1st Hussars, King’s German Legion
‘A’ Troop, Royal Horse Artillery
1st & 3rd Caҫadores, 17th Portuguese Regiment
Arms of the 92nd Gordon Highlanders, Regiment of Foot
Arms of the 92nd Gordon Highlanders, Regiment of Foot
Arms of Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth Mackenzie (17541833)
Sir John Moore / arms of the 52nd Regiment of Light
Infantry
Arms of Lieutenant Colonel Sydney Beckwith (17721831)
Arms of the 43rd Regiment of Light Infantry
Arms of the 52nd Regiment of Light Infantry
Arms of the 95th Regiment of Light Infantry
Arms of the 51st Regiment of Light Infantry
The 51st Regiment: commemoration of the Battle of
Minden, 1st August 1759.
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6.5.20

At the eastern end of the hall is the balcony, which is separately accessed via the
stair in the entrance vestibule. It is floored with slender pine boards, in which is
visible the sawn-off stub of a former newel-post, showing that the summit of the
stair has been slightly reconfigured. The balcony’s principal feature is the
balustrade overlooking the hall, which repeats the design of the stair. The
balustrade is interspersed with square timber posts with no adornment, which
articulate with the roof collar above to provide structural support for this
arrangement.
Interior: reading room

6.5.21

The reading room is accessed off the eastern side of the hall via a glazed door set
within a small trapezoid porch decorated with a moulded timber cornice. The door
retains its original fingerplate but a later handle, and is framed by a simple
architrave of exposed wood. The room itself is floored with maple parquet
interrupted by an iron heating grille, and has low, heavily moulded skirting (Plate
25). The room’s few historic fixtures comprise the chimney-breast which contains
the flue from the boiler room below, small rectangular ventilation grille set into the
lower parts of its eastern wall, and the decorative handles and stays to its
casement windows. Entry to the vestibule on its southern side is via a handsome
half-glazed door which retains its original fingerplate and brass handle of fine
tapering scrollwork (Plate 26).
Discussion

6.5.22

The Sir John Moore library was erected with both a practical and a
commemorative purpose in mind: as well as acting as a memorial to a key figure
synonymous with the earliest and most important period of the camp's history, it
ostensibly provided a library and recreation space for the men. This requires some
deeper analysis. As a memorial, the building clearly fulfils its purpose: not only do
the statue and arms of Sir John Moore face out over the plain towards the core of
the barracks site, but the stained glass windows serve as a record of Moore’s
achievements. The use of the Arts-and-Crafts style is interesting in this respect,
since its use of traditional architectural motifs imbues the place with a sense of
authenticity and permanence suitable for a backward-looking manifestation of past
greatness, which would have been all the more valuable during the uncertainties
and loss of the Great War.

6.5.23

As a practical building necessary for the recreation of the camp, the building is less
convincing. The appeal for funds made by Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Aylmer Haldane,
the camp commander, in the Spectator on 24 May 1913 stated that a library was
'urgently required' at Shorncliffe (Appendix 1), but an article in The Times the year
after merely says that this would be a recreation hall with a secondary library
function (Figure 22). The adjacent officers’ mess was actually already provided
with a library, meaning that this building could only have been intended for the
men, who were located across the road in another part of the Somerset Barracks
site, where communal buildings of various types already stood. The entrance to
the Sir John Moore library faces away from this area, so it was clearly not intended
for casual visits. Further to this, there is the question as to whether it was ever
fitted out as a library at all. According to the original plans and particulars,
bookcases were to extend around the internal walls of both the hall and the
reading room. They are not extant, and the suspicion is that these were never
installed, since they do not appear on a 1923 wiring plan held within the Shorncliffe
Archives (not reproduced). They are also absent from the proposed cross-sections
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of 1914 (Figures 16 & 17), and a letter from Sir Aston Webb dated February 24th
1915 asks for clarification on the bookcases’ design: presumably the War Office
had other things on its mind during these dark times.

6.6

Building 18: Police Station

6.6.1

NGR: TR 19738 35763

6.6.2

Level of record: 2

6.6.3

Function: officer’s dwelling(?), later infant welfare centre, then police station

6.6.4

Date of construction: between 1907 and 1938

6.6.5

Description:
General layout (Figure 23)

6.6.6

The police station is thought to have originated as an officer’s dwelling before
being converted for institutional usage: it is recorded as an ‘infant welfare centre’
on the 1960s drainage plan (Figure 11), before becoming a military police station.
It is a modest two-storey structure of essentially rectangular form, aligned
east/west, with two single-storey annexes to its north-facing elevation (Plates 27 &
28). Internally, its rooms are generally of a domestic scale commensurate with its
presumed origins, aside from the large ground floor room on its western side.
Exterior

6.6.7

The main body of the building is of red brick construction laid in stretcher bond,
elaborated with rustic brick quoins laid in side-alternate fashion. The single-storey
annexes to its northern wall are executed in Flemish bond, showing that they are
not of cavity wall construction, even though they seem to be of contemporary build
with the rest of the house. The window-openings have rubbed brick voussoirs to
their cambered heads, and sills of bull-nosed brick; their fenestration is uniformly
modern.

6.6.8

The main entrance to the building is via its front elevation, which faces north
towards the rest of the Somerset Barracks. The doorway, which has similar brick
voussoirs as the window openings, lacks its original door. It is flanked by a pair of
blind windows, an arrangement which is contained within the western of the two
single-storey annexes, all of which articulates clumsily with the rest of the
structure. The eastern annexe comprises a boiler room, which has a separate
external elevation: this was originally to the northern wall, which has since been
blocked and relocated east. The only other external entrance lies in the base of a
two-storey stair tower which also projects from the front elevation: the doorway is
of consistent type with its neighbours, and has likewise lost its original door.

6.6.9

The main body of the building has a hipped roof of brown tile, studded with
chimney-stacks which have plat-bands and oversailing brick courses to their
summits. The roofs to both northern annexes are flat.
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Interior: ground floor
6.6.10

The low porch through which the building is entered opens onto a large chamber
which shows no sign of having been reconfigured from a number of previous
smaller spaces, and is quite out of keeping with the building’s presumed domestic
origins (Plate 29). The doorway from the porch is now infilled with a two-leaf
counter bearing the insignia of the Royal Military Police (Plate 30), but retains its
original moulded architrave. The only other original fixture is the simple, bull-nosed
skirting which matches that to the other rooms within the ground floor of the
building: the skirting to the corridors and upper rooms is moulded. The room was
served by a single fireplace to its south-western corner, but this has been blocked.

6.6.11

The remainder of the ground floor rooms are accessed off a short corridor which
runs east/west towards the main stair. It has a decorative arch mid-way along its
length with moulded imposts, which has been infilled with a modern fire door. All of
the doorways here retain their moulded architraves and original four-panelled
doors, with brass knobs. Opening from the northern side of the corridor are a WC
and a kitchenette; on its southern side are a pair of domestic-scale rooms, and at
its eastern end is a small unheated chamber. The larger rooms retain their original
bull-nosed skirting and moulded picture rails, but no fireplaces are extant (e.g.
Plate 31). The boiler room at the building’s north-eastern corner was not accessed.
Interior: first floor

6.6.12

The two-flight stair up to first floor level is executed in a broadly Art Deco style with
open strings, square balusters, and heavy newel-posts with octagonal tops and
sunken panels to each face (Plate 32). Its lower flight has winders at the turn and a
quarter-pace landing; its upper flight ascends to the first-floor landing, from where
the corridor is accessed via a modern partition and door. It retains its original
moulded skirting, and bears a recessed roll-moulding at picture rail level, which
continues around the impost of the two round-headed archways along its length
(Plate 33). As below, all the doorways here retain their original moulded
architraves and four-panelled doors. Present at the corridor’s eastern end is a
substantial timber linen-cupboard, which may well have been in place since the
house was built (Plate 33).

6.6.13

The layout here broadly mirrors that of the ground floor, with WCs and cupboards
to the north of the corridor, and domestic-scale rooms opening off its southern and
eastern sides. The major difference is the western end of the building, which is
subdivided into three spaces rather than comprising a single large chamber, as at
ground level. The moulded skirting and picture rail to the majority of the rooms is
present, and the window-openings bear architraves of heavier type than those
found around the doors. None of the fireplaces are extant. Notable features are a
slate shelf to one of the small cupboards, used for keeping foodstuffs cool, and
one of the rooms to the building’s western end, which has been sound-proofed for
use as an interrogation room during the building’s days as a police station (Plate
34).
Discussion

6.6.14

Although this building has been suggested as a dwelling in origin – perhaps for a
high-ranking officer – several aspects of its form and layout make this unlikely. Its
ungainly entrance porch (which appears to be an original feature) is indicative of a
communal or institutional use, as is the boiler room at its north-western corner. The
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large room to its western side is out of character for a domestic context, and there
is a lack of evidence for where a kitchen may have been located. It is possible that
its recorded use by the 1960s as an ‘infant welfare centre’ preserves its origin as
an infants’ school, erected as the original school buildings in the north-western
corner of the site were both given over to primary-aged children at some point prior
to the Second World War. According to the 1960s drainage plan this was set within
an enclosed yard, which was presumably a playground.
6.7

Building 19: Quarter Master’s Domestic Quarters

6.7.1

NGR: TR 19738 35835

6.7.2

Level of record: 2

6.7.3

Function: quarter master’s and riding master’s dwellings, later married officers’
quarters, then offices

6.7.4

Date of construction: 1897

6.7.5

Description:
General layout (Figure 24)

6.7.6

The building essentially comprises a pair of two-storey semi-detached houses,
erected for senior officers: according to the 1897 site plan, the western was for the
riding master, the eastern for the quarter master (Figures 9 & 10). By 1902 they
were both occupied by quarter masters; on the 1960s drainage plan they had been
extended, and are marked as ‘married officers’ quarters’ (Figure 11). They have
since been converted into offices for the Army Welfare Service (AWS).
Exterior

6.7.7

The houses are constructed from a very similar palette of materials as the nearby
school (Building 15). Its walls are of red brick laid in stretcher bond, laid upon a
shallow, chamfered plinth and topped by a simple entablature with brick dentilation
(Plates 35 & 36). This is carried across the gable-ends to the building’s southfacing elevation as a heavy parapet, which terminates in projecting brick kneelers.
The window and doorway openings have flat-headed openings with terracotta
lintels formed from tessellating blocks with a pronounced roll-moulding to the
underside. Each house has a canted bay window to its southern elevation; all of
the external windows are modern.

6.7.8

The front entrance to each house was originally via a doorway at the southern end
of the side wall, but these have both been subsumed by later extensions. The rear
entrances (which formerly opened out onto small yards with outside WCs) are
deeply set within porch-like recesses to the north elevation of each house, where
they are flanked by small utility rooms or cupboards with simple plank-built doors.
The doors to the rear entrances themselves are modern, but one of the original
four-panelled external doors survives ex-situ nearby.

6.7.9

According to Ordnance Survey mapping, each house was extended to its side
elevations between 1907 and 1938, presumably as part of the conversion into
married officers’ quarters (Figures 4 & 5). The extensions are two storeys in height
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and closely mirror the construction and architecture of the original houses: they are
of red brick laid in Flemish bond with a shallow plinth and a dentilled entablature,
and have identical terracotta lintels to their window openings. Further extensions
carried out after the Second World War are also not dissimilar, but utilise simple
concrete lintels to the windows and doorways, whilst their entablatures break the
eaves line to the south-facing elevations to form curious blind, flat, arches.
6.7.10

The pitched slate roof with terracotta coping to the original houses is continued
across the various side extensions. Each of the chimney-stacks is of a consistent,
simple type: red brick with a sloping plinth and a plat-band towards the summit.
Interior: ground floor

6.7.11

The original ground floor of each house comprises a pair of principal living rooms
to front and back and a rear kitchen/scullery annexe, connected by a passageway
and stairwell. The passageway was accessed from the side elevation of each
house via an external doorway, which is now left as an internal relict feature, with a
moulded timber architrave but no surviving door. Both passageways retain their
moulded skirting, and their doorways all have moulded architraves and are hung
with four-panelled doors with ovoid brass knobs intact.

6.7.12

The principal, front living rooms, which boast south-facing bay windows, both have
cyma recta skirting, elaborate shallow cornices and slender moulded picture rails
(Plate 37). Their chimney-stacks are present, but no fireplaces survive either here
or anywhere else across both of the houses. Both houses have been combined
into a single office by means of a modern doorway inserted between these rooms.
Each of the smaller rear living rooms (parlours?) lacks the cornices and moulded
skirting of the front rooms, but have similar moulded picture rails.

6.7.13

To the rear of each house, the service annexes are unplastered and devoid of
decorative flourishes, since they would have been the domain of servants rather
than the officer’s wife or mistress of the house. Each has a modest kitchen with a
stack for a long-vanished range (Plate 38). Opening from here were small pantries
and larders with plain four-panelled doors which retain their lock-cases; one to the
eastern kitchen has an archaic iron latch, which appears to be a later modification
(Plates 39 & 40). Each pantry (for bread and dry food) is characterised by open
shelving with slender, pierced iron brackets. Each larder (for meat) has capacious
slate shelves which would have assisted in keeping produce cool. The western
larder also has a timber cupboard with a mesh door, designed to allow air to
circulate but preventing flies and vermin. Both of the houses have fixed iron safes
manufactured by J. & E. Bates & Sons of Wolverhampton (Plate 41).

6.7.14

The side extension to the western house comprises a kitchen within its earlier
phase, and a WC within its later phase. The kitchen has a large stack to its northwestern corner, but this has been boarded over so it is uncertain whether any early
range still survives. A notable feature of the WC is its mid-20th century cistern,
which bears a crest and ‘The Belvedere’, although the manufacturer’s name is
illegible. Turning to the eastern house, the earlier phase also comprises a kitchen,
with a large stack to its western wall. The later part of the extension houses a WC
which is modern aside from its early tiled dado; a nice survival from this part of the
house is a set of early pegs adjacent to the new external door.
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Interior: first floor
6.7.15

Both flights of stairs to first floor level are of identical type (Plate 42). They are
closed-string with turned balusters which have tapering columns, and heavy vaseshaped newel-posts. Several of the balusters to the western stair have been
replaced. The handrails are of heavy, rounded type; below the strings are
stretches of moulded timber panelling forming an under-stairs cupboard. The stairs
rise to the first floor with a half-pace landing near the summit, which accesses the
rear bedroom above each kitchen annexe.

6.7.16

The original part of each house has three bedrooms, which mirror the layout of the
rooms below: a principal and lesser bedroom above each of the living rooms, and
a tertiary chamber above the service annexe (Plate 43). Each room has a moulded
four-panelled door, most of which retain their original moulded architraves, and
slender moulded picture rails, although these are demonstrably not original in
several cases. The skirting to the principal bedrooms is of cyma recta type; that to
the rear bedrooms is plain. A nice survival are a number of original fitted
wardrobes with two-leaf panelled doors and rounded cornices, present to the
secondary and tertiary bedrooms of each house (Plate 44). Other fitted cupboards
of probably early/mid-20th century date are also present: a plank-built cupboard to
the eastern landing, and an out-sized cupboard to the eastern rear bedroom. A
further architectural flourish are the round-headed alcoves which flank the
chimney-breasts to the front and secondary bedrooms of each house (Plate 43).

6.7.17

The side extensions to the eastern house are as follows. The earlier (c. 19071938) phase has four-panelled doors similar to those across the earlier parts of the
house, and is subdivided into a small bedroom or box-room with a fitted boiler
cupboard, and a WC with an early cistern of the ‘Belvedere’ type found elsewhere.
The later (post-War) part contains a small plain room of indeterminate function.
Turning to the western house, the earlier part of the side extension has fourpanelled doors with Bakelite knobs. It contains a WC, a bathroom with its original
tiled dado, and a small bedroom with a corner fireplace (Plate 45). The post-War
part of the extension comprises a small room dominated by a large fitted timber
cupboard which rises across two tiers to ceiling height.

6.8

Building 20: Officers’ mess

6.8.1

NGR: TR 19822 35771

6.8.2

Level of record: 2

6.8.3

Function: officers’ mess

6.8.4

Date of construction: 1897

6.8.5

Description:
General layout (Figures 25 & 26)

6.8.6

The officers’ mess is an enormous two-storey building of considerable length,
which presents its formal front elevation looking south over the Sir John Moore
Plain, whilst to the rear is an irregular series of service wings and yards (Plates 2 &
46-49; Figure 25). The ground floor mainly comprises recreation and kitchen
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space, with some bedrooms, whilst the first floor is occupied by the majority of
bedrooms for the officers and their servants. A small cellar within the kitchen
annexe was for wine and beer. A number of original plans and elevations for this
building are kept in the Shorncliffe archives (Figures 27-31).
Exterior
6.8.7

The mess is constructed from a very similar palette of materials as the nearby
school and quarter master’s house (Buildings 15 & 19). Its walls are of red brick –
‘Tunbridge’ brick according to the specifications – laid in stretcher bond upon a
shallow, chamfered plinth which is banded with a darker shade of brick. There are
terracotta string courses at window-sill height to both ground and first floor level,
and the walls are topped by simple bands of over-sailing brick with timber brackets
carrying the overhanging eaves above. The window and doorway openings have
flat-headed openings with terracotta lintels formed from tessellating blocks with a
pronounced roll-moulding to the underside, which is continued down the jambs to
the projecting stone sill. The windows are predominantly two-light sashes; the
surviving external doors are plank-built with braces and battens to their internal
faces. The roof is generally hipped and clad with slate, and bears terracotta coping
and substantial chimney-stacks with plinths and oversailing brick courses to their
summits.

6.8.8

The front elevation presents a formal, near-symmetrical façade to the main body of
Shorncliffe Garrison away to the south (Plate 2). It can be divided into five
sections, each of which is stepped from a different plane to its neighbour, and
broadly corresponds to a service annexe at the building’s rear. The central section
has a pair of large canted bay windows with dentilled cornices, which originally
flanked the main entrance to the mess (Plate 46). This was marked by an imposing
open-sided porch topped by a balustrade, visible in an early photograph (Figure
32). It has been demolished, and the former doorway infilled with windows. A
second entrance a short distance to the east gives access to a stair. This central
section is topped by a simple pediment with brick dentilation to its raking cornice,
and was formerly fronted by a flagstaff emplaced a short distance to the south, but
only its concrete footings remain. The two flanking sections of this front elevation
are subordinate in their height and elaboration to the central part, aside from a
further pair of canted bay windows to the far eastern end (Plate 47). These disrupt
the symmetry of the façade, in order to distinguish the commanding officers’
quarters which lay behind.

6.8.9

In contrast to the formal regularity of the front elevation, the rear of the building is a
jumble of various wings, yards and annexes built to accommodate the various
service functions of the officers’ mess (Plates 48 & 49). They broadly correspond
to the division of the building into five principal sections, apparent on the front
elevation. Starting with the central section, its main element is the large singlestorey kitchen block, which is differentiated by its dentilled cornice and large, plain
chimney-stack (Plate 50). A two-storey block which appends its eastern side
housed living accommodation for the mess man (chief servant; Plate 51). The
kitchen and mess man’s quarters have an enclosed yard on their northern side
containing a coal store, outhouse and WCs. Also protruding from the building’s
central section is one of the few areas not intended for servants: the officers’
billiard room (Plate 51). This is a single-storey structure with a long pitched lantern
to the apex of its roof, which has been covered over in the modern era. It has a
dentilled cornice, and a central chimney-stack with sloping shoulders protrudes
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from its northern end. The kitchen wing and the billiard room enclose a small
courtyard, whose main purpose is to light the surrounding rooms.
6.8.10

To the west of the central section is a two-storey wing containing servants’
accommodation. It is distinguished by a raking dentilled cornice to its north-facing
gable end, which looks out over an enclosed rear yard and is ringed by outhouses,
WCs and a coal store (Plate 53). A mid-20th century sanitary block has been
constructed against the angle of its western wall. To the west again, the end-most
rear wing is a large two-storey block with a hipped roof, also for servants’
accommodation. Its rear yard has two small outbuildings: one for coal, and the
other a WC and urinal. A further structure, for ‘dust’, was later erected, but this is
no longer extant.

6.8.11

To the east of the central section is a two-storey, gable-ended wing for servants’
accommodation, which is the mirror of that in the corresponding location in the
western side. Its yard is one of few to retain its timber gate, which is plank-built
with long strap hinges and a simple latch. To the east again, the end-most section
of the building comprised the quarters of the commanding officer of Somerset
Barracks. It has a hipped roof, a rear yard with larder, coal-store, WCs and
outhouse; unlike the front and side elevations of this part of the building, the rear
wing is not distinguished in terms of its external architectural treatment despite the
superior status of its occupant. A small first-floor WC extension erected at the
angle of its western side is carried upon a concrete pier with a simple, chamfered
capital: built soon after World War 2, it incorporates two original windows re-set
into its external elevations (Plate 53). A further addition lies detached from the
building’s western wall: a garage with casement windows and a pitched roof,
erected between 1907 and 1938, presumably for the commanding officer’s staff
car.

6.8.12

The building’s external eastern elevation is windowless to its southern half, due to
the presence here of a broad chimney-breast serving the commanding officer’s
drawing room beyond (the stack itself has been removed). The centre of the
elevation has a full-height porch accessed up a flight of steps, and topped by a
smaller version of the dentilled pediment found at the centre of the front elevation.
This opens directly onto the commanding officer’s quarters, hence its level of
elaboration. Beyond is a long corridor which runs the full length of the building to
an entrance in its western side elevation (Plate 54). Here, the porch is a more
modest single-storey affair with a cornice and terracotta balustrade to its flat roof.
This is tucked into the angle of a plain two-storey block which protrudes from the
northern half of the elevation, which accommodates field officers’ quarters inside.
Interior: Ground Floor

6.8.13

In general terms, although the interior of the building has been much-modernised
over the course of its latter-day conversion for office use, much of its original layout
and many of its historic fixtures do survive. These can be combined with the
original plans and other drawings for the building, which are drawn upon
throughout the foregoing text. To avoid unnecessary repetition, the majority of the
officers’ rooms at this level have roll-moulded skirting, richly-ornamented cornices
and four-panelled doors with moulded panels. The architraves to their windows
and doorways are similarly ornate. Heating is provided via cast-iron radiators,
which supplanted the original fireplaces, the majority of which are now blocked. In
contrast, the servants’ rooms generally have simple chamfered skirting, plain
coving instead of decorative cornices, and unadorned four-panelled doors. The
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majority of the doorways and windows lack architraves: the former have slender
frames, the latter are also slender and relatively plain, or sometimes only plain
plasterwork is present over the bull-nosed bricks beneath. Radiators also heat
these rear parts of the building, but a number of fireplaces also remain open,
mostly relating to former kitchen or related service functions. The main corridor
itself has the moulded skirting and cornice found in the better rooms, together with
a roll-moulded dado-rail set flush with the surface of the wall. Where visible, it has
a terrazzo floor with a black border. The service corridors are generally the same,
but lack the decorative cornice to their ceilings.
6.8.14

As discussed above, the exterior of the building can be divided into five principal
sections, which are also apparent within its ground floor layout. This is structured
around a long corridor which runs for the building’s full length, separating the
formal officers’ rooms at the front from the irregular complex of service and
auxiliary rooms to the rear (Plate 55). Each of these five sections will be dealt with
in turn, starting with the officer’s rooms at the front and moving on to the service
rooms at the rear.

6.8.15

The eastern-most section of the building comprised the commanding officer’s
quarters, which had its own entrance hall and stair, and was divided off from the
rest of the building by a solid wall blocking the corridor, which has since been
removed. The stair has a straight flight with an open well, open strings with nosing
to each tread, and a curtail step to its base (Plate 56). The turned balusters have
tapering shafts with decorative banding; the substantial newel-post has reeding
and concave roundels to its four faces, topped by a knobbed finial. The space
beneath the string is occupied by a panelled cupboard with extant door.

6.8.16

The commander’s dining room and drawing room lay to the south of the central
passage, generously lit by their large bay windows (Plate 57). They have modern
suspended ceilings, and the dining room has been converted into a postal sorting
office. A small library opened off the northern side of the passage; the remainder
of the rooms could only be accessed from a separate back-passage or service
corridor, which accesses the rear yard and terminates in a back stair. This has an
open well with quarter-pace landings, a closed string and simple square balusters
(Plate 58). The newel-posts have turned, tapering shafts and plain knobs. Beneath
is a substantial plank-built cupboard with a four-panelled door, which contains
skelves presumably intended for linen.

6.8.17

The principal of the commander’s service rooms is the kitchen, which has a
capacious fireplace with a utilitarian surround, and internal shelves, presumably for
warming food (Plate 59). A scullery lay to the rear, which had a large sink, whose
former location is shown by a gap in the skirting, together with a copper for
warming water, whose vaulted brick alcove survives. Leading from here is a larder,
which is tiled and fitted with thick slate shelves for keeping the fresh produce cool
(Plate 60). The pantry lay across the passage: rather oddly, it is provided with
space for a small range, which is no longer present. To the south, the old servants’
hall was later converted into a boiler room, and now contains an early timber
cupboard and the fixture for a former gaslight.

6.8.18

The section of the building to the west of the commanding officer’s quarters
comprised four officers’ rooms to the south of the main corridor, and two servants’
rooms within the wing to the north, served by a small WC. The officers’ rooms
each had a well-built timber cupboard, of which examples survive to two of the
rooms (Plate 61). They have tall, panelled doors embellished with horizontal and
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vertical reeding, a plinth and modest cornice with rounded corners, and pendant
handles to their catches. The western of the four rooms also contains a
replacement chimney-piece and hearth executed in cream ceramic tiles, its
fireplace-opening bordered with a vaguely Art Deco design of lozenges terminating
in rosettes (Plate 61). The eastern of the four officers’ rooms is annotated
‘children’s nursey’ in a later hand on the 1901 plan, although no trace of this
function survives. Mid-way between the officers’ rooms is an open-well stair with
winders at the turn, an open string with nosing to the treads, and slender turned
balusters with tapering shafts. The square newel-posts echo those of the
commanding officer’s stair, but have stop-chamfers rather than reeded decoration.
Beneath is a cupboard with moulded panels and extant door.
6.8.19

To the north of the corridor, the two servants’ rooms – accessed off a separate
back-passage – are surprisingly capacious, raising the likelihood that more than
one man would have slept in each (Plate 62). The back stair has an open well with
quarter-pace landings, a closed string and simple square balusters (Plate 63). The
newel-posts have elaborately turned shafts, but lack finials. Beneath is a panelled
cupboard with a four-panelled door, of which the upper panels are recessed and
the lower panels are flush.

6.8.20

The central section of the building housed the former front entrance to the officers’
mess, its principal communal spaces, and its main kitchen facilities to the rear
wing. Entering in from the former porch, the hall had a fireplace and a small lobby
with glazed screen doors, none of which survives (Plate 64). Doorways to the east
and west led to the ‘ante room’ and the ‘mess room’ respectively: these are
distinguished by the glyphed frieze and triangular pediment to their architraves,
and their two-leaf, six-panelled doors. The ante-room is a considerable space lit by
a large bay windows, which is more highly decorated than the rooms elsewhere,
having deeper skirting, a moulded dado-rail, a blank frieze below its cornice and a
ceiling elaborated with a border and simple roundels (Plate 65). The brick-built
fireplace is broadly Arts-and-Crafts in style, but sits awkwardly within this space so
is unlikely to be original; it is flanked by original fitted sideboards of fine
manufacture, with panelled doors border with triglyphs and rosettes, and shelved
with curved brackets. To the west of the former entrance hall, the mess room is
similar in decoration and even larger in scale than the ante-room, although it has
been subdivided and modernised (Plate 66). To the east of the ante-room, a sideentrance accesses an open-well stair of identical type to the others serving the
front part of the building (Plate 67). Its original terrazzo floor is visible (Plate 68)

6.8.21

One of the few officers’ rooms to lie on the northern side of the corridor is the
billiards room, which has the same broad skirting and moulded dado-rail as the
nearby ante-room, and two comparably awkward brick chimney-pieces (Plate 69).
This room would once have been flooded with light from the lantern on its hipped
roof, but this is now concealed by a modern suspended ceiling. Adjacent lies the
main WC for the officers’ communal rooms, which retains its original cubicles (with
architraves to their replacement doors) and terrazzo floor (Plate 70). The present
wall tiles are later, but have been applied on top of the white originals, which
therefore largely survive beneath.

6.8.22

To the west of the billiards room was the service passage to the main kitchen area
for the officers’ mess (Plate 71). At the core of this lay the kitchen itself, although
this large room has been thoroughly modernised and its former chimney-stacks
and other fixtures removed. To the north was the scullery and a store with shelves,
but these rooms are now also quite plain. Washing up was done in a separate
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room a short distance to the south. The sizeable larder is rather more evocative,
since it retains the original floor-to-ceiling tiles on its walls and the latch and bolt to
its sturdy four-panelled door (Plate 72). It was originally fitted with extensive slate
shelving, but this has now gone. A full set of brick and timber shelving survives to a
small room adjacent to the main corridor, which is termed ‘expense’ and ‘serving’
on the 1901 plan – this is presumably where food was stowed as it came out of the
kitchen, ready for the waiters to bring out. They occupied a ‘day room’ and a
further room adjacent, off which lay the ‘plate closet’. ‘Knives’ were kept in a small
room accessible from within the kitchen courtyard. The final part of this complex
was a large pantry which (as in the commanding officer’s quarters) was somewhat
confusingly supplied with a large fireplace.
6.8.23

The section of the building to the west of the central block contains three standard
officers’ quarters to the front of the building, and a stair of identical type to that in
the corresponding location elsewhere. Two of the bedrooms have later ceramic
chimney-pieces and one has an original fitted cupboard, all of which are of the
type seen in the officers’ quarters further to the east (Plate 73). To the rear of the
corridor are two sets of servants’ quarters leading off a back passageway, together
with a service stair which varies from the standard type in having a simple
chamfered newel-post with a plain, squat finial, which appears to be a later
replacement.

6.8.24

The western-most section of the building contained the field officers’ bedrooms,
men of higher rank who therefore had one bedroom and one sitting room apiece.
The eastern of the two bedrooms at this level retains its fitted wardrobe of the type
seen elsewhere; the fireplace here lacks its chimneypiece but it has been
unblocked in recent times, revealing the segmentally-arched opening within (Plate
74). Its corresponding sitting-room (with which it interconnects) has a ceramic
chimney-piece of the mid-20th century type. The WC off the corridor here retains its
original four-panelled door and terrazzo floor; the later sanitary block extension on
its eastern side is floored with terracotta tiles. Two servants’ quarters were located
off the back passage on the northern side of the main corridor, of which one has
been subdivided, leaving intact its large, austere chimney-piece: the only one of its
type to survive anywhere in the building (Plate 75). The back stair here is again of
consistent type with those found elsewhere.
Interior: Cellar

6.8.25

The small cellar is located beneath the former kitchen at the rear of the building’s
central section, accessed from the service passage here via a single flight of plain
concrete steps with winders at the turn. This has been augmented with iron
railings, which appear to have originally sealed off the cellar from those wishing to
purloin its stock of wine and beer. Beer was kept in the western chamber, which
was provided with a hatch down which the barrels could be rolled. Wine was kept
in the eastern chamber, which was windowless and supplied with shelves. Both
now contain modern plant equipment.
Interior: First Floor

6.8.26

The upper floor of the building was where the majority of the officers and servants
were quartered. As at ground level, the majority of the officers had rooms to the
south-facing front of the building, whilst servants lived above its rear wings, on the
northern side of the corridor which runs for the building’s entire length (Plate 76).
As at ground level, the majority of these rooms retain their original layout but have
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been converted to office use, so the foregoing description draws heavily upon
historic plans and drawings. The finish of the rooms is also consistent with those at
ground level in terms of skirting, architraves and the like, with the officers’ quarters
and common areas similarly more richly finished than those of their servants.
6.8.27

The eastern section of the building comprised the commanding officer’s quarters.
He had four formal bedrooms here, the principal one being the dual-aspect room
at the south-eastern corner of the building (Plate 77). This has a fitted cupboard of
the type found elsewhere and is one of very few rooms throughout the building to
have its floorboards visible, and still to have its original chimney-piece. This is
Adam-esque in its Classical form and decoration of swags and festoons of flowers,
urns and rosettes. Adjacent lay his dressing-room, which retains the fixture for a
former gas light: a further such fixture is located within the corridor outside. The
second principal bedroom, adjacent, retains its fitted cupboard but no chimneypiece. The other two formal bedrooms lay to the rear of this part of the building,
and were rather smaller, so presumably intended for children: one retains its
original fitted cupboard (Plate 78). The other has been knocked-through into one of
the two servants’ quarters also located here; a bathroom and linen cupboard were
also present, but they have also been knocked-through and none of their original
fixtures survive.

6.8.28

As at ground level, the commanding officer’s quarters was originally partitioned off
from the rest of the building, but this is no longer the case. The section of the
building immediately to the west comprised three officers’ quarters to the front of
the building, together with one servants’ quarters to the eastern side of the
stairwell leading off the main corridor. Two further servants’ rooms lay within the
rear wing, together with a communal sink and WC. Only one of the officers’ rooms
could be accessed: it retains its fitted cupboard and ceramic chimney-piece of
familiar types (Plate 79). The servants’ rooms are typically plain.

6.8.29

The central section of the building has five officers’ rooms to its south-facing side.
One retains its original fitted cupboard, another has its floorboards visible, where
the terrazzo hearth of its former fireplace can be seen (Plate 80). A number of
replacement ceramic chimney-pieces are also present. There is no rear wing
accessible from here, owing to the presence of the kitchen area below, but
accessed off a separate stair to the rear of the kitchen is the mess man’s quarters.
As the head servant he was privileged with his own separate living room and
bedroom, which have moulded skirting and simple door and window architraves in
place of the usual Spartan decoration (Plate 81). A small fitted linen cupboard with
a panelled door is present to the landing, and the living room boasts a roundheaded alcove adjacent to its chimney-breast. The eastern side of this room was
partitioned off at an early date to form a WC, which retains its Belfast sink.

6.8.30

The section of the building to the west of the central block has three officers’
bedrooms to the front, and two servants’ quarters to the rear, together with a WC
and front and back stairs. These rooms and features are all of consistent type with
those elsewhere; a number of ceramic chimney-pieces and fitted cupboards are
also present. Interestingly, one of the servants’ room is fitted with one of these
ceramic chimney-pieces (Plate 82), indicating that by the mid-20th century all of the
rooms were in use to accommodate officers.

6.8.31

The western-most section of the building was reserved for the higher-ranking field
officers, and so contains two paired bedrooms and living-rooms, together with two
servants’ quarters. One of the field officers’ bedrooms contains a fitted sideboard
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of identical high-quality type to that found in the ante-room downstairs, implying
that the other field officers’ living rooms had once been similarly equipped (Plate
83). The servant’s quarters are finished in the same fashion as those seen
elsewhere; one has been converted into a strong-room in the modern era. A nice
feature of the WC here is the chequerboard black and orange quarry-tiled floor, of
a type not encountered elsewhere (Plate 84).
Discussion
6.8.32

Although the officers’ mess now presents a series of empty rooms shorn of much
of their former character (whether antique or modern), sufficient fixtures and
documentary evidence survives to be able to trace how it was intended to operate.
Unsurprisingly – as a late Victorian military building – it operated along strictly
hierarchical lines in terms of both rank and social class. The field officers and
lesser-ranking officers were placed in the better rooms of the lighter, south-facing
side of the building, which were distinguished by the architectural language of their
superior decoration and fixtures. The servants were confined to the lesser rooms
to the rear of the building, which were also more plainly decorated; here too there
was a hierarchy, with the mess man elevated from his peers in a marginally more
sumptuous suite of rooms above the kitchen. This difference in architectural finish
was probably less an economic efficiency on the part of the wealthiest army in the
world than it was to immediately identify the intended class and rank of the
occupants of any area, preventing any man from ‘getting above his station’. The
commandant’s quarters at the building’s eastern end were the finest of all, as well
as the only part to benefit from gas lighting. They also served as a microcosm for
the building as a whole, with a hierarchy of formal bedrooms differentiated by their
architectural finish, together with servants’ quarters and a dedicated
kitchen/service complex. It is also telling that the military personnel were kept
within a part of the building that was formal, repetitive and predictable, whilst the
servants occupied an area notable for its heterogeneous rooms and irregular
layout, which can again be interpreted as how this building reflected the late
Victorian military, and the wider society of the time. Interestingly, the presence of
one of the 1930s(?) replacement ceramic chimney-pieces within the servants’
quarters implies that by this time the entire building had been put to a relatively
homogenous use, eroding the old officer/servant divide.

6.9

Air-raid shelters

6.9.1

Also present on the site are four air raid shelters, one to the south-west of the
Police Station (Building 18) and three arranged in a line on the western side of the
officers’ mess (Building 20), from where most of those seeking shelter would
presumably have come (Plate 85). It is telling that no shelters appear to have been
erected within convenient reach of the school, indicating that (as would make
sense) all children were evacuated from the garrison during wartime.

6.9.2

Each of the four shelters are identical, and of the same type as those found within
the Risborough Ordnance Depot, where they also probably date to the early years
of World War II. They have a linear plan and are of concrete construction, partially
sunk beneath ground level and banked with earth (Plate 86). Two entrances are
present so as to provide an alternative means of escape. Folkestone as a whole,
and Shorncliffe in particular, were obvious targets for German bombers, although
record of related damage across the barracks as a whole is surprisingly low.
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7.0

DEPOSITION OF THE ARCHIVE

7.1

The project archive will be deposited with a suitable local museum under the site
code SGA15. The archive will comprise all survey material collected and produced
in undertaking the project.
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Plate 1 – General view of the site, looking west towards the Garrison Church (SGA15-331)

Plate 2 – General view of the site, looking north-east towards the officers’ mess (SGA15380)
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Plate 3 – Building 15: general view of the infants’ school, looking north (SGA15-357)

Plate 4 – Building 15: general view of the infants’ school, looking south-east (SGA15-364)
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Plate 5 – Building 15: pentice to front elevation of the infants’ school, looking west (SGA15359)

Plate 6 – Building 15: front elevation of the adults’ school, looking west (SGA15-349)
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Plate 7 – Building 15: exterior of the adults’ school, looking south-west (SGA15-612)

Plate 8 – Building 15: adults’ school courtyard, looking north-east (SGA15-368)
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Plate 9 – Building 16: iron church, general view looking north-east (SGA15-335)

Plate 10 – Building 16: iron church, general view looking north-west (SGA15-333)
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Plate 11 – Building 16: iron church, interior view looking west (SGA15-347)

Plate 12 – Building 17: Sir John Moore Library, exterior view looking north-west (SGA15296)
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Plate 13 – Building 17: Sir John Moore Library, exterior view looking south-east (SGA15311)

Plate 14 – Building 17: Sir John Moore Library, crest above main entrance (SGA15-300)
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Plate 15 – Building 17: Sir John Moore Library, external view of stained glass to western bay
windows (SGA15-303 & 310)

Plate 16 – Building 17: Sir John Moore Library, detail of hopper (SGA15-314)
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Plate 17 – Building 17: Sir John Moore Library, showing the statue to the front of the
building. View looking north-west (SGA15-316)

Plate 18 – Building 17: detail of the statue of Sir John Moore (SGA15-320 & 321)
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Plate 19 – Building 17: Sir John Moore Library, view of the vestibule looking east towards the
stair (SGA15-264)

Plate 20 – Building 17: Sir John Moore Library, view of the hall, looking west towards the
stage (SGA15-230)
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Plate 21 – Building 17: Sir John Moore Library, view of the hall, looking east towards the
balcony (SGA15-232)

Plate 22 – Building 17: Sir John Moore Library, detail of the hall’s roof, looking east (SGA15244)
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Plate 23 – Building 17: Sir John Moore Library, detail of the stained glass to the northern bay
window (SGA15-239 & 240)

Plate 24 – Building 17: Sir John Moore Library, detail of the stained glass to the southern bay
window (SGA15-241 & 242)
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Plate 25 – Building 17: Sir John Moore Library, view of reading room, looking south-east
(SGA15-255)

Plate 26 – Building 17: Sir John Moore Library, details of Arts-and-Crafts door furniture to
vestibule and reading room (SGA15-256 & 263)
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Plate 27 – Building 18: Police Station, general view looking south (SGA15-325)

Plate 28 – Building 18: Police Station, general view looking north-east towards the officers’
mess (SGA15-327)
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Plate 29 – Building 18: ground floor, main western room, looking north (SGA15-375)

Plate 30 – Building 18: ground floor, detail of Royal Military Police crest to main western
room (SGA15-377)
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Plate 31 – Building 18: ground floor, south-eastern room. View looking west (SGA15-280)

Plate 32 – Building 18: general view of stair, looking north-east (SGA15-281)
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Plate 33 – Building 18: first floor corridor, general view and detail of linen cupboard (SGA15285 & 287)

Plate 34 – Building 18: first floor, interrogation room at the western end of the building. View
looking west (SGA15-291)
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Plate 35 – Building 19: front elevation, looking north (SGA15-379)

Plate 36 – Building 19: rear elevation, looking south (SGA15-611)
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Plate 37 – Building 19: western house, ground floor living room, looking south (SGA15-559)

Plate 38 – Building 19: western house, ground floor, original kitchen to rear of house
(SGA15-555 & 556)
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Plate 39 – Building 19: eastern house, ground floor, archaic latch within original kitchen
(SGA15-572)

Plate 40 – Building 19: western house, ground floor, larder, with original slate shelves
(SGA15-558)
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Plate 41 – Building 19: western house, ground floor, safe within former pantry (SGA15-554)

Plate 42 – Building 19: eastern house, views of stair (SGA15-564 & 576)
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Plate 43 – Building 19: western house, first floor, middle bedroom. View looking east
(SGA15-595)

Plate 44 – Building 19: eastern house, first floor, rear bedroom. View looking north-east
(SGA15-586)
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Plate 45 – Building 19: western house, first floor, bathroom to western extension. View
looking south-west (SGA15-607)

Plate 46 – Building 20: officers’ mess, front elevation showing location of former main
entrance. View looking north-west (SGA15-385)
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Plate 47 – Building 20: front elevation of commander’s residence at eastern end of building,
looking north (SGA15-387)

Plate 48 – Building 20: officers’ mess, rear view looking south-west (SGA15-390)
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Plate 49 – Building 20: officers’ mess, rear view looking south-east (SGA15-404)

Plate 50 – Building 20: officers’ mess, main kitchen with plain stack and former coal store in
foreground. View looking east (SGA15-405)
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Plate 51 – Building 20: officers’ mess, main service wing with billiard room to the left of the
image and mess man’s accommodation to the right. View looking south-west (SGA15-399)

Plate 52 – Building 20: officers’ mess, western service wing, example of servants’ WC to rear
yard. View looking east (SGA15-410)
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Plate 53 – Building 20: post-War sanitary extension to rear of commander’s residence. View
looking south-east (SGA15-395)
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Plate 54 – Building 20: field officers’ quarters at western end of building. View looking east
(SGA15-414)

Plate 55 – Building 20: ground level, views along the main corridor (SGA15-465 & 484)
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Plate 56 – Building 20: commander’s quarters, views of main stair (SGA15-415 & 498)

Plate 57 – Building 20: commander’s quarters, ground floor loving room. View looking south
(SGA15-428)
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Plate 58 – Building 20: commander’s quarters, back stair. View looking east (SGA15-419)

Plate 59 – Building 20: commander’s quarters, ground floor, kitchen. View looking north-west
(SGA15-420)
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Plate 60 – Building 20: commander’s quarters, ground floor, larder. View looking north
(SGA15-420)
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Plate 61 – Building 20: ground floor, officer’s quarters. View looking south-west (SGA15-439)

Plate 62 – Building 20: ground floor, servants’ quarters to eastern side. View looking northeast (SGA15-446)
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Plate 63 – Building 20: ground floor, back stair to eastern servants’ quarters. View looking
north (SGA15-443)
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Plate 64 – Building 20: ground floor, former main entrance lobby. View looking north
(SGA15-441)

Plate 65 – Building 20: ground floor, ante-room. View looking east (SGA15-456)
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Plate 66 – Building 20: ground floor, mess room. View looking south-west (SGA15-462)

Plate 67 – Building 20: ground floor, views of main stair (SGA15-462)
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Plate 68 – Building 20: ground floor, original terrazzo floor to main stairwell (SGA15-450)

Plate 69 – Building 20: ground floor, billiards room. Views looking north-east (SGA15-455)
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Plate 70 – Building 20: ground floor, main WC. Note the original tiles to the base of the wall,
and the terrazzo floor. View looking north (SGA15-452)
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Plate 71 – Building 20: ground floor, main service corridor and cellar stair (SGA15-470 &
478)

Plate 72 – Building 20: ground floor, main larder (SGA15-476 & 477)
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Plate 73 – Building 20: ground floor, western officers’ quarters (SGA15-487)

Plate 74 – Building 20: ground floor, living room to field officers’ quarters (SGA15-492)
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Plate 75 – Building 20: ground floor, fireplace to servants’ room in field officers’ wing
(SGA15-493)

Plate 76 – Building 20: first floor, main corridor (SGA15-499 & 525)
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Plate 77 – Building 20: first floor, commanding officer’s bedroom, looking east (SGA15-502)

Plate 78 – Building 20: first floor, tertiary bedroom to commanding officer’s quarters. View
looking north-east (SGA15-506)
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Plate 79 – Building 20: first floor, officer’s room to eastern side of building. View looking
south-west (SGA15-512)

Plate 80 – Building 20: first floor, terrazzo hearthstone to officer’s room (SGA15-524)
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Plate 81 – Building 20: mess man’s quarters, first floor living room. View looking west
(SGA15-543)

Plate 82 – Building 20: first floor, western servants’ quarters, looking south-west. Note the
replacement ceramic chimney-piece, matching those within the officers’ rooms (SGA15-529)
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Plate 83 – Building 20: first floor, original sideboard to field officers’ quarters. View looking
east (SGA15-534)

Plate 84 – Building 20: first floor, tiles floor to field officers’ WC. View looking north-east
(SGA15-532)
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Plate 85 – General view of air raid shelters to the west of Building 20. View looking northeast (SGA15-329)

Plate 86 – Detail of air raid shelter to the west of Building 20. View looking north-west
(SGA15-538)
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APPENDIX 1: BUILDING LIST DESCRIPTIONS
Name: SIR JOHN MOORE MEMORIAL HALL AND LIBRARY, SOMERSET BARRACKS,
SHORNCLIFFE CAMP
List entry Number: 1417345
Location: SOMERSET BARRACKS, SHORNCLIFFE CAMP, SHEPWAY, KENT
County
Kent

District
Shepway

District Type
District Authority

Parish
Folkestone

National Park: Not applicable to this List entry.
Grade: II
Date first listed: 13-Nov-2013
Date of most recent amendment: Not applicable to this List entry.
SUMMARY OF BUILDING
Memorial hall and library in an Arts and Crafts style, 1915-16, by Sir Aston Webb.
REASONS FOR DESIGNATION
The Sir John Moore Memorial Library and Hall, Somerset Barracks, Shorncliffe Camp, of
1915-16 by Sir Aston Webb, is listed for the following principal reasons: * Architectural
interest: built in an Arts and Crafts idiom, the building is handsome and well-executed in fine
materials with a high degree of craftsmanship and quality of detail; * Architect: designed by a
significant early C20 architect, this building demonstrates Webb's skill for form, composition
and detail, expressed on an a-typically small and intimate scale; * Commemorative interest:
through its dedication, and integral artworks, the building commemorates a key figure
synonymous with the earliest and most significant period of the Shorncliffe Camp; * Historic
interest: an unusual example of a military building which served both a symbolic
commemorative purpose as well as providing recreational facilities; * Group value: the
building forms a group with the listed statue of Sir John Moore, located to the immediate
south.
GENERAL HISTORY OF SHORNCLIFFE CAMP
Shorncliffe Camp was established in the late C18 and is significant for its role in the early
years of the C19 as a training camp for light infantry, providing the troops who would prove
crucial to the success of the British against Napoleon. The camp was sited in a key position
in relation to the Kent coastline, which was always vulnerable to invasion from the Continent.
Shorncliffe Heights had been purchased in 1794 for the construction of a redoubt, designed
to provide a look-out point and battery to defend the bay below. In 1803 Sir John Moore
(1761-1809) was appointed to command a brigade of infantry stationed at Shorncliffe, and it
is Moore who is credited with establishing the rigorous and successful training regimen
associated with the camp. The units at Shorncliffe, including the green-jacketed 95th (Rifle)
Regiment, the first British infantry regiment to be wholly armed with the Baker rifle, provided
the basis of the elite Light Division, which served with great distinction under Moore and
Wellington; training placed an emphasis on self-reliance, self-improvement and
professionalism for both officers and men.
As was typical for early military camps, Shorncliffe, situated to the north and east of the
redoubt, comprised little more than an open field, with temporary buildings and tents put in
place for seasons of training. Permanent training grounds for the army began to be
established in the 1820s, and from the 1850s, against the backdrop of the Crimean War,
further grounds were established. Although termed 'permanent', these camps comprised a
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formal layout of wooden huts, rather than buildings of more solid construction. The first of
these mid-C19 hutted camps to be laid out was Aldershot in 1854, with Shorncliffe (1854-5)
and Colchester following soon afterwards.
An 1867 map of Shorncliffe shows the hutting of the camp laid out in grid patterns around the
central parade ground. These were split into five ranges, lettered from A to E. Around the
perimeter road a series of ancillary complexes are also shown. By 1873, further buildings
had been added, including the surviving brick racquets court, indicating that by this date the
camp was beginning to receive some buildings in more durable materials. By the late C19
the process of replacing the standard wooden accommodation huts with blocks in more
permanent materials was well underway and, in a major programme of investment from
1890, most of the wooden huts had been replaced by the turn of the century. These new
buildings formed: Moore Barracks, Napier Barracks, Somerset Barracks, Ross Barracks and
the Royal Engineers Barracks (later Burgoyne). These appear to have followed a
standardised design, modified in layout to fit the allocated space, with the provision of
parallel rows of soldiers' quarters, with a large officers’ mess and other ancillary buildings.
By the first decade of the C20, Risborough Barracks had been added on land to the north of
the existing site and, to the east of this, an Army Ordnance Depot was laid out. Further
expansion was undertaken in the First World War with the establishment of camps on St
Martin’s Plain to the west. Around the outbreak of the Second World War the perimeter of the
site was defended by a ring of pillboxes and St Martin’s Plain was used as the base for antiaircraft batteries. The largest phase of redevelopment after the Second World War was the
construction of the new Moore Barracks in the early 1960s.
SOMERSET BARRACKS AND THE SIR JOHN MOORE MEMORIAL HALL AND
LIBRARY
Somerset Barracks replaced in brick what had been 'E' range of the mid-C19 wooden-hutted
Shorncliffe Camp. The majority of Somerset Barracks sat north of the perimeter road (North
Road), on an area that is now housing. This included all the accommodation buildings and
the associated communal blocks, with the officers’ mess and amenity buildings to the south
of the perimeter road. The amenity buildings included a school, schoolmaster’s house, ball
court and quartermasters’ accommodation. Subsequently, a corrugated iron hall was added
(before 1907) and the Sir John Moore Memorial Hall and Library in 1916.
Perhaps intended as a more permanent successor to the earlier corrugated iron hall to its
immediate north, the memorial hall and library was a particularly notable addition to
Somerset Barracks. Buildings to provide recreation, as well as physical and mental
improvement for the men, were common on barracks from the 1860s onwards. However, this
example was intended from the outset to also provide an important commemorative function,
celebrating a key figure synonymous with the earliest and most important period of the
camp's history. An appeal for subscription was made by Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Aylmer
Haldane, the camp commander, in the Spectator (24 May 1913). The letter extolled the need
for a memorial to Moore, and notes that a library is 'urgently required' at Shorncliffe and that
the building should be of 'national and not a purely military character'. The subscription was
raised for the construction of both the building and the bronze statue of Moore which stands
in front of it (listed Grade II). The designs were published in order to help the campaign (The
Times, Wednesday 3 June 1914, p5) and patronage was received from some prestigious
figures. The building was designed by Sir Aston Webb (1849-1930), a notable architect of the
period, whose work includes the Britannia Royal Naval College, Dartmouth (listed Grade II*)
and Admiralty Arch, Westminster, London (listed Grade I). The weathervane on top of the
building was salvaged by Haldane in 1915 from the church in the village of Zillebeke, near
Ypres, Belgium, which was ruined during the intense fighting in the Ypres salient on the
Western Front.
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During the appeal the building was described as a recreation hall and library, and the
architectural drawings identify the small room at the east end of the building as a 'reading
room'. The building was completed, notwithstanding the outbreak of war, in 1916, but its
official opening was held back until 1923, allowing the accompanying statue of Moore to be
completed by the sculptor John Tweed. It is not clear how long the building retained its library
function, and it is still referred to as the 'library', however it is now (2013) solely in use as a
hall.
DETAILS
Memorial hall and library, 1915-16, by Sir Aston Webb.
MATERIALS: the building is constructed of narrow red bricks laid in English bond, with
Portland stone window frames, sills, door surrounds and dressings. The roof is covered in
clay tiles, doors are dark-stained timber and windows are steel casements (some galvanised,
some not). Interior walls are plastered, or in the case of the entrance lobby, in exposed brick.
PLAN: the building is single storey and has a rectangular plan, orientated east-west. The
principal entrance is at the east end of the south elevation, which faces on to a small garden
with a statue of Sir John Moore, beyond which is the Sir John Moore Plain; the large open
space at the centre of the Shorncliffe Camp.
The east end of the building is occupied by a small entrance
original plans as the reading room). The building has a single
have served the reading room, but the fireplace opening is now
lobby to an open gallery above this part of the building. The
occupied by the hall which is open to the roof.

lobby and room (marked on
chimney stack, which would
blocked. Stairs lead from the
remainder of the building is

A small extension housing a WC has been added to the east end of the building at some
point after 1938.
EXTERIOR: the building has a deep pitched roof with over-hanging sprocketed eaves. At the
centre of the ridge is a tapering, square, half-glazed cupola with a square domed roof. It is
dressed in lead and is surmounted by an iron weathercock. On each elevation there are lowlevel vents formed of stacked clay tiles.
The building has six bays, divided by heavy vertical brick buttresses. The main entrance bay
on the south elevation, and the west end bays on the north and south elevations, advance
beyond the building line and break through the eaves, terminating in a stone-capped parapet,
with flat roof behind. The double-leaved main door has a Tudor arch set in a chamfered
stone surround. Above is the crest of Sir John Moore carved in deep relief; this has suffered
some significant weathering.
The west bays to the north and south, each have a large six-light mullion-and-transomed
stained glass window, with a second, two-light, stained glass window on the west-facing
cheek of each bay. Elsewhere on these two elevations, each bay has a three-light mullioned
window set just below the eaves. On the north elevation, second bay to the east, the threelight window pattern is modified to contain a secondary entrance into the hall. This comprises
a half-glazed double door with a Tudor arch, set in a simple stone surround; above are two
small over-lights and a larger single light to the right.
The east and west gable-end elevations have bands of tiles laid flat in off-set courses. There
is a high-level oculus to the west and two pairs of two-light mullioned windows lighting the
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former reading room and gallery to the east. The small WC block is executed in materials to
match the main building, and is accessed via a door in the former reading room.
INTERIOR: the interior of the hall is dominated by the unusual roof structure, which
comprises steel king-post trusses with heavy arch-braced collars; between the trusses are
timber rafters with off-set collars. At the west end of the hall is a timber proscenium, the front
edge of which has woven timber grilles interspersed with pairs of square, downwardtapering, columns.
The west wall behind the proscenium bears a number of commemorative plaques, many of
which have come from the two Catholic Churches at Shorncliffe – one now demolished, and
one (a listed building) now in secular use. The proscenium is lit to either side by the large
stained glass windows in the west end bays. Each of the 14 lights depicts either the coat of
arms of a senior military figure, or the insignia of a particular regiment, associated with Sir
John Moore's career.
To the east of the hall, multi-light glazed doors lead into the entrance lobby to the right, and
the former reading room to the left. The entrance lobby has a clay tile floor and the arches
over the main entrance door, the door leading into the hall, the half-glazed door into the
former reading room, and the radiator recess beneath the stair, are all formed of clay tiles
laid flat in off-set courses. A glazed screen with double doors forms an outer lobby between
the lobby and the main entrance door. A stair with square and turned balusters leads up to
the gallery. The former reading room has a wood block floor laid in a herring-bone pattern.
The gallery has a timber balustrade with square and turned balusters.
Selected Sources:
Original architectural drawings held by Land Management Services, Defence Infrastructure
Organisation,
National Grid Reference: TR1970435769
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Name: STATUE OF SIR JOHN MOORE TO SOUTH OF ARMY LIBRARY IN
SHORNCLIFFE BARRACKS
List entry Number: 1344157
Location: STATUE OF SIR JOHN MOORE TO SOUTH OF ARMY LIBRARY IN
SHORNCLIFFE BARRACKS
County
Kent

District
Shepway

District Type
District Authority

Parish
Folkestone

National Park: Not applicable to this List entry.
Grade: II
Date first listed: 11-Mar-1975
Date of most recent amendment: Not applicable to this List entry.
Details
1. 5281 SANDGATE Statue of Sir John Moore to South of Army Library in Shorncliffe
Barracks TR 13 NE 13/43 II 2. 1916 by John Tweed. A bronze full length statue of the
famous soldlier Sir John Moore (176l-1809) in military dress with sword mounted on a stone
plinth. He was Comandant of the Shorncliffe Camp from 1803 to 1804.
National Grid Reference: TR 19690 35748
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APPENDIX 2: OASIS FORM
OASIS ID: archaeol6-256313
Project details
Project name

Shorncliffe Garrison, Folkestone, Kent

Short description of In February 2016 Archaeology South-East carried out a historic buildings
the project
record of the Risborough Ordnance Depot at the Shorncliffe Garrison,
Folkestone, Kent CT20 3HH (NGR TR 192 358). The work was
commissioned by CgMs Consulting and requested by Shepway District
Council, to be addressed as a condition placed on planning consent
relating to the redevelopment of the site for up to 1200 dwellings, a school,
sports and leisure facilities, together with associated infrastructure,
landscaping and access (Planning ref: Y14/0300/CON). The historic
buildings across the site will be recorded in stages as individual areas
become available. Shorncliffe Garrison originated with the construction in
1794 of an earthen fort - 'The Redoubt' on a spur of high ground
commanding the maritime approaches to Folkestone. A training camp for
Light Infantry was established at Shorncliffe in 1803 by Sir John Moore, but
was not until the 1850s that a more permanent training ground was
constructed, one of the first such in the country, against the general
backdrop of the Crimean War. By 1900, a major programme of investment
resulted in the permanent complexes of army barracks, including those for
the Royal Artillery and Royal Engineers, together with a military hospital.
Shorncliffe became one of the main training and assembly places for
Kitchener's New Army during the First World War, and was upgraded and
expanded just before the outbreak of the Second World War broke out.
Following the war's cessation, the site gradually declined in importance
and was partially redeveloped, although the Ministry of Defence retains the
Sir John Moore Plain and Barracks for use by the Brigade of Gurkhas,
together with the nearby Shorncliffe Military Cemetery.
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SGA15-0230

SGA15-0231

Building 17, hall. Facing west

Building 17, hall. Facing west

SGA15-0232

SGA15-0233

SGA15-0234

Building 17, hall. Facing east

Building 17, hall. Facing east

Building 17, hall, roof detail. Facing

SGA15-0235

SGA15-0236

SGA15-0237

Building 17, hall. Facing south

Building 17, hall. Facing south

Building 17, hall. Facing north

SGA15-0238

SGA15-0239

SGA15-0240

Building 17, hall. Facing north

Building 17, hall, window detail. Facing
north

Building 17, hall, window detail. Facing
west

SGA15-0241

SGA15-0242

SGA15-0243

Building 17, hall, window detail. Facing
south

Building 17, hall, window detail. Facing
west

Building 17, hall, balcony. Facing east
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SGA15-0244

SGA15-0245

SGA15-0246

Building 17, hall, roof. Facing east

Building 17, hall, stage. Facing west

Building 17, hall, stage. Facing northwest

SGA15-0247

SGA15-0248

SGA15-0249

Building 17, hall, door. Facing east

Building 17, hall, door. Facing east

Building 17, hall, entrance. Facing northeast

SGA15-0250

SGA15-0251

SGA15-0252

Building 17, reading room, door. Facing
west

Building 17, reading room, floor. Facing
south

Building 17, reading room. Facing north

SGA15-0253

SGA15-0254

SGA15-0255

Building 17, reading room, window.
Facing east

Building 17, reading room, window.
Facing east

Building 17, reading room. Facing southeast

SGA15-0256

SGA15-0257

SGA15-0258

Building 17, reading room, door detail.
Facing south

Building 17, reading room, door. Facing
south

Building 17, reading room, door. Facing
south-east
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SGA15-0259

SGA15-0260

SGA15-0261

Building 17, vestibule. Facing south

Building 17, vestibule. Facing north

Building 17, vestibule. Facing south

SGA15-0262

SGA15-0263

SGA15-0264

Building 17, vestibule. Facing west

Building 17, vestibule, door detail. Facing
west

Building 17, vestibule. Facing east

SGA15-0265

SGA15-0266

SGA15-0267

Building 17, vestibule. Facing north-east

Building 17, stair. Facing north

Building 17, stair. Facing south

SGA15-0268

SGA15-0269

SGA15-0270

Building 17, balcony. Facing south

Building 17, balcony. Facing north-west

Building 17, balcony, window. Facing
east

SGA15-0271

SGA15-0272

SGA15-0273

Building 17, balcony. Facing south-west

Building 17, roof truss. Facing west

Building 17, balcony. Facing south-east
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SGA15-0274

SGA15-0275

SGA15-0276

Building 17, WC. Facing east

Building 18, ground floor, main room.
Facing north-west

Building 18, ground floor, main room.
Facing north

SGA15-0278

SGA15-0279

SGA15-0277
Building 18, ground floor, main room,
detail of crest. Facing south

Building 18, ground floor, corridor. Facing Building 18, ground floor, S room. Facing
east
east

SGA15-0280

SGA15-0281

SGA15-0282

Building 18, ground floor, SE room.
Facing west

Building 18, ground floor, stair. Facing
north-east

Building 18, ground floor, doorway.
Facing east

SGA15-0283

SGA15-0284

SGA15-0285

Building 18, first floor, landing. Facing
west

Building 18, first floor, SE room. Facing
west

Building 18, first floor, corridor. Facing
west

SGA15-0286

SGA15-0287

SGA15-0288

Building 18, first floor, corridor. Facing
east

Building 18, first floor, linen cupboard.
Facing west

Building 18, first floor, S room. Facing
north-east
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SGA15-0289

SGA15-0290

SGA15-0291

Building 18, first floor, cupboard. Facing
north

Building 18, first floor, SW room. Facing
east

Building 18, first floor, W room. Facing
west

SGA15-0292

SGA15-0293

SGA15-0294

Building 18, first floor, roof. Facing

Building 17, exterior, gate. Facing west

Building 17, exterior, WC. Facing north

SGA15-0295

SGA15-0296

SGA15-0297

Building 17, exterior. Facing north-west

Building 17, exterior. Facing north-west

Building 17, exterior. Facing north-west

SGA15-0298

SGA15-0299

SGA15-0300

Building 17, exterior, basement steps.
Facing north

Building 17, exterior. Facing west

Building 17, exterior, entrance crest.
Facing north

SGA15-0301

SGA15-0302

SGA15-0303

Building 17, exterior, porch. Facing northeast

Building 17, exterior. Facing north-west

Building 17, exterior. Facing north
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SGA15-0304

SGA15-0305

SGA15-0306

Building 17, exterior, lantern. Facing
north-east

Building 17, exterior. Facing north-east

Building 17, exterior. Facing east

SGA15-0307

SGA15-0308

SGA15-0309

Building 17, exterior. Facing east

Building 17, exterior. Facing south-east

Building 17, exterior. Facing east

SGA15-0310

SGA15-0311

SGA15-0312

Building 17, exterior. Facing south

Building 17, exterior. Facing south

Building 17, exterior. Facing south

SGA15-0313

SGA15-0314

SGA15-0315

Building 17, exterior, WC. Facing south

Building 17, exterior, detail of hopper.
Facing south

Building 17, exterior. Facing south-west

SGA15-0316

SGA15-0317

SGA15-0318

Building 17, statue. Facing north-west

Building 17, statue. Facing west

Building 17, statue. Facing north
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SGA15-0319

SGA15-0320

SGA15-0321

Building 17, statue. Facing south

Building 17, statue. Facing south

Building 17, statue. Facing north

SGA15-0322

SGA15-0323

SGA15-0324

Building 17, statue, eroded plaque.
Facing north

Building 18, exterior. Facing north-west

Building 18, exterior. Facing south-west

SGA15-0325

SGA15-0326

SGA15-0327

Building 18, exterior. Facing south

Building 18, exterior. Facing south-east

Building 18, exterior. Facing north-east

SGA15-0328

SGA15-0329

SGA15-0330

Building 20, exterior. Facing north-east

Air raid shelters. Facing north-east

Air raid shelters. Facing south-east

SGA15-0331

SGA15-0332

SGA15-0333

General view towards garrison church.
Facing west

General view towards garrison church.
Facing west

Building 16, exterior. Facing north-west
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SGA15-0334

SGA15-0335

SGA15-0336

Building 16, exterior. Facing north

Building 16, exterior. Facing north-east

Building 16, exterior. Facing east

SGA15-0337

SGA15-0338

SGA15-0339

Building 16, interior. Facing east

Building 16, interior. Facing south-east

Building 16, interior. Facing north-east

SGA15-0340

SGA15-0341

SGA15-0342

Building 16, exterior. Facing south

Building 16, exterior. Facing south

Building 16, exterior. Facing south-east

SGA15-0343

SGA15-0344

SGA15-0345

Building 16, exterior. Facing south

Building 16, exterior. Facing south-west

Building 16, exterior. Facing west

SGA15-0346

SGA15-0347

SGA15-0348

Building 16, exterior, barge board. Facing
west

Building 16, interior. Facing west

Building 15, exterior. Facing west
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SGA15-0349

SGA15-0350

SGA15-0351

Building 15, exterior. Facing west

Building 15, exterior. Facing west

Building 15, exterior, bootscraper. Facing
west

SGA15-0352

SGA15-0353

SGA15-0354

Building 15, exterior. Facing north-west

Building 15, exterior. Facing north

Building 15, exterior. Facing north-east

SGA15-0355

SGA15-0356

SGA15-0357

Building 15, exterior. Facing south-east

Building 15, exterior, playground bench.
Facing north-west

Building 15, exterior. Facing north

SGA15-0358

SGA15-0359

SGA15-0360

Building 15, exterior. Facing north-west

Building 15, exterior, pentice. Facing
west

Building 15, exterior, pentice. Facing east

SGA15-0361

SGA15-0362

SGA15-0363

Building 15, exterior, door. Facing northeast

Building 15, exterior. Facing north-east

Building 15, exterior. Facing south-east
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SGA15-0364

SGA15-0365

SGA15-0366

Building 15, exterior. Facing south-east

Building 15, exterior. Facing east

Building 15, exterior. Facing south-east

SGA15-0367

SGA15-0368

SGA15-0369

Building 15, exterior. Facing south-west

Building 15, exterior. Facing north-east

Building 15, exterior. Facing north

SGA15-0370

SGA15-0371

SGA15-0372

Building 15, exterior. Facing east

Building 19, exterior. Facing north-east

Building 19, exterior. Facing east

SGA15-0373

SGA15-0374

SGA15-0375

Building 19, exterior. Facing south-east

Building 19, exterior. Facing south-west

Building 19, exterior. Facing south-east

SGA15-0376

SGA15-0377

SGA15-0378

Building 19, exterior. Facing south-west

Building 19, exterior. Facing west

Building 19, exterior. Facing north-west
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SGA15-0379

SGA15-0380

SGA15-0381

Building 19, exterior. Facing north

Air raid shelter Building 20, exterior.
Facing north-east

Building 20, exterior. Facing north-east

SGA15-0382

SGA15-0383

SGA15-0384

Building 20, exterior. Facing north

Building 20, exterior, flagpole base.
Facing north-east

Building 20, exterior. Facing north

SGA15-0385

SGA15-0386

SGA15-0387

Building 20, exterior. Facing north-west

Building 20, exterior. Facing north

Building 20, exterior. Facing north-west

SGA15-0388

SGA15-0389

SGA15-0390

Building 20, exterior. Facing west

Building 20, exterior. Facing south-west

Building 20, exterior. Facing south-west

SGA15-0391

SGA15-0392

SGA15-0393

Building 20, exterior. Facing south

Building 20, exterior. Facing south-west

Building 20, exterior. Facing south
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SGA15-0394

SGA15-0395

SGA15-0396

Building 20, exterior, garage. Facing
north-west

Building 20, exterior, WC extension.
Facing south-east

Building 20, exterior. Facing south

SGA15-0397

SGA15-0398

SGA15-0399

Building 20, exterior. Facing south-east

Building 20, exterior. Facing south-west

Building 20, exterior. Facing south-west

SGA15-0400

SGA15-0401

SGA15-0402

Building 20, exterior. Facing south

Building 20, exterior. Facing west

Building 20, exterior. Facing west

SGA15-0403

SGA15-0404

SGA15-0405

Building 20, exterior. Facing north-west

Building 20, exterior. Facing south-east

Building 20, exterior. Facing east

SGA15-0406

SGA15-0407

SGA15-0408

Building 20, exterior. Facing south

Building 20, exterior. Facing south

Building 20, exterior. Facing west
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SGA15-0409

SGA15-0410

SGA15-0411

Building 20, exterior. Facing west

Building 20, exterior. Facing east

Building 20, exterior. Facing south

SGA15-0412

SGA15-0413

SGA15-0414

Building 20, exterior. Facing south

Building 20, exterior. Facing north-east

Building 20, exterior. Facing east

SGA15-0415

SGA15-0416

SGA15-0417

Building 20, ground flloor, commandant's
stair. Facing west

Building 20, ground flloor, commandant's
stair. Facing north-west

Building 20, ground flloor, commandant's
stair. Facing east

SGA15-0418

SGA15-0419

SGA15-0420

Building 20, ground flloor, commandant's
service passage. Facing north

Building 20, ground flloor, commandant's
service stair. Facing east

Building 20, ground flloor, commandant's
kitchen. Facing north-west

SGA15-0421

SGA15-0422

Building 20, ground flloor, commandant's. Building 20, ground flloor, commandant's
scullery. Facing north-west
Facing east

SGA15-0423
Building 20, ground flloor, commandant's
scullery. Facing south-west
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SGA15-0424

SGA15-0425

SGA15-0426

Building 20, ground flloor, commandant's
larder. Facing north

Building 20, ground flloor, commandant's
servants' hall. Facing west

Building 20, ground flloor, commandant's
servants' hall. Facing east

SGA15-0427

SGA15-0428

SGA15-0429

Building 20, ground flloor, commandant's
pantry. Facing north-east

Building 20, ground flloor, commandant's
drawing room. Facing south

Building 20, ground flloor, commandant's
drawing room. Facing north

SGA15-0430

SGA15-0431

SGA15-0432

Building 20, ground flloor, commandant's
dining room. Facing north

Building 20, ground flloor, officer's room.
Facing south-east

Building 20, ground flloor, officer's room,
cupboard. Facing east

SGA15-0433

SGA15-0434

SGA15-0435

Building 20, ground flloor, officer's room,
entrance. Facing south-west

Building 20, ground flloor, E stair. Facing
south

Building 20, ground flloor, main corridor.
Facing east

SGA15-0436

SGA15-0437

SGA15-0438

Building 20, ground flloor, main corridor.
Facing west

Building 20, ground flloor, officer's room.
Facing south-west

Building 20, ground flloor, officer's room.
Facing south-east
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SGA15-0439

SGA15-0440

SGA15-0441

Building 20, ground flloor, officer's room.
Facing south-west

Building 20, ground flloor, officer's room,
fireplace. Facing west

Building 20, ground flloor, main corridor.
Facing east

SGA15-0442

SGA15-0443

SGA15-0444

Building 20, ground flloor, main corridor.
Facing north-east

Building 20, ground flloor, E service stair.
Facing north

Building 20, ground flloor, E servants'
room. Facing west

SGA15-0445

SGA15-0446

SGA15-0447

Building 20, ground flloor, E servants'
room. Facing north-east

Building 20, ground flloor, E servants'
room. Facing north-east

Building 20, ground flloor, servants' WC.
Facing north

SGA15-0448

SGA15-0449

SGA15-0450

Building 20, ground flloor, main corridor.
Facing west

Building 20, ground flloor, central stair.
Facing south

Building 20, ground flloor, central stair,
floor. Facing east

SGA15-0451

SGA15-0452

SGA15-0453

Building 20, ground flloor, central stair.
Facing north-west

Building 20, ground flloor, central WC.
Facing north

Building 20, ground flloor, main corridor.
Facing west
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SGA15-0454

SGA15-0455

SGA15-0456

Building 20, ground flloor, billiard room
entrance. Facing north

Building 20, ground flloor, billiard room.
Facing north

Building 20, ground flloor, ante room.
Facing east

SGA15-0457

SGA15-0458

SGA15-0459

Building 20, ground flloor, ante room.
Facing north-west

Building 20, ground flloor, ante room.
Facing south

Building 20, ground flloor, ante room,
ceiling. Facing

SGA15-0460

SGA15-0461

SGA15-0462

Building 20, ground flloor, former lobby.
Facing south

Building 20, ground flloor, former lobby.
Facing north

Building 20, ground flloor, mess room.
Facing south-west

SGA15-0463

SGA15-0464

SGA15-0465

Building 20, ground flloor, mess room.
Facing east

Building 20, ground flloor, service
corridor. Facing north-east

Building 20, ground flloor, main corridor.
Facing east

SGA15-0466

SGA15-0467

SGA15-0468

Building 20, ground flloor, service
expense. Facing south-west

Building 20, ground flloor, pantry. Facing
east

Building 20, ground flloor, pantry. Facing
north-west
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SGA15-0469

SGA15-0470

SGA15-0471

Building 20, ground flloor, waiters' day
room. Facing east

Building 20, ground flloor, service
corridor. Facing east

Building 20, ground flloor, cellar stair.
Facing west

SGA15-0473

SGA15-0474

SGA15-0472
Building 20, cellar. Facing north

Building 20, ground flloor, kitchen. Facing Building 20, ground flloor, kitchen. Facing
west
north-east

SGA15-0475

SGA15-0476

SGA15-0477

Building 20, ground flloor, scullery.
Facing north

Building 20, ground flloor, larder. Facing
north

Building 20, ground flloor, larder. Facing
south-east

SGA15-0478

SGA15-0479

SGA15-0480

Building 20, ground flloor, cellar stair.
Facing south-west

Building 20, ground flloor, service
corridor. Facing east

Building 20, ground flloor, waiters' room.
Facing east

SGA15-0481

SGA15-0482

SGA15-0483

Building 20, ground flloor, central service
stair. Facing east

Building 20, ground flloor, central service
stair. Facing east

Building 20, ground flloor, main corridor.
Facing west
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SGA15-0484
Building 20, ground flloor, main corridor.
Facing east

SGA15-0485

SGA15-0486

Building 20, ground flloor, W stair. Facing Building 20, ground flloor, W stair. Facing
south-east
south

SGA15-0487

SGA15-0488

SGA15-0489

Building 20, ground flloor, officer's room.
Facing east

Building 20, ground flloor, officer's room.
Facing north-west

Building 20, ground flloor, service stair.
Facing north-west

SGA15-0490

SGA15-0491

SGA15-0492

Building 20, ground flloor, servants'
room. Facing north-west

Building 20, ground flloor, WC. Facing
north-west

Building 20, ground flloor, field officer's
bedroom. Facing south-west

SGA15-0493

SGA15-0494

SGA15-0495

Building 20, ground flloor, field officer's
servants. Facing north

Building 20, ground flloor, field officer's
living room. Facing south-east

Building 20, ground flloor, field officer's
living room. Facing south

SGA15-0496

SGA15-0497

SGA15-0498

Building 20, ground flloor, field officer's
service corridor. Facing north

Building 20, ground flloor, field officer's
servants' room. Facing east

Building 20, first flloor, commander's
stair. Facing east
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SGA15-0499

SGA15-0500

SGA15-0501

Building 20, first flloor, main corridor.
Facing west

Building 20, first flloor, commander's
bedroom. Facing south

Building 20, first flloor, commander's
bedroom. Facing south-east

SGA15-0502

SGA15-0503

SGA15-0504

Building 20, first flloor, commander's
bedroom. Facing east

Building 20, first flloor, commander's
bedroom. Facing north

Building 20, first flloor, commander's
dressing room. Facing east

SGA15-0505

SGA15-0506

SGA15-0507

Building 20, first flloor, commander's
service corridor. Facing north

Building 20, first flloor, commander's
bedroom. Facing north-east

Building 20, first flloor, commander's
stair. Facing east

SGA15-0508

SGA15-0509

SGA15-0510

Building 20, first flloor, commander's
bedroom. Facing west

Building 20, first flloor, commander's
bedroom. Facing east

Building 20, first flloor, servants' room.
Facing south-east

SGA15-0511

SGA15-0512

SGA15-0513

Building 20, first flloor, WC entrance.
Facing north

Building 20, first flloor, officer's room.
Facing south-west

Building 20, first flloor, service stair.
Facing north
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SGA15-0514

SGA15-0515

SGA15-0516

Building 20, first flloor, servants' WC.
Facing north-east

Building 20, first flloor, servants' room.
Facing north-west

Building 20, first flloor, servants' room.
Facing south-east

SGA15-0517

SGA15-0518

SGA15-0519

Building 20, first flloor, main corridor.
Facing west

Building 20, first flloor,central stair.
Facing south

Building 20, first flloor, officer's room.
Facing south

SGA15-0520

SGA15-0521

SGA15-0522

Building 20, first flloor, main corridor.
Facing west

Building 20, first flloor, officer's room.
Facing south-west

Building 20, first flloor, officer's room.
Facing south

SGA15-0523

SGA15-0524

SGA15-0525

Building 20, first flloor, officer's room.
Facing south-east

Building 20, first flloor, officer's room,
hearthstone. Facing east

Building 20, first flloor, main corridor.
Facing west

SGA15-0526

SGA15-0527

SGA15-0528

Building 20, first flloor, officer's room.
Facing south-east

Building 20, first flloor, main corridor.
Facing west

Building 20, first flloor, servant's room.
Facing east
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SGA15-0529

SGA15-0530

SGA15-0531

Building 20, first flloor, servant's room.
Facing south-west

Building 20, first flloor, service stair.
Facing north

Building 20, first flloor, field officers'
corridor. Facing west

SGA15-0533

SGA15-0534

SGA15-0532
Building 20, first flloor, field officers' WC.
Facing north

SGA15-0535

Building 20, first flloor, field officer's living Building 20, first flloor, field officer's living
room. Facing north-east
room, sideboard. Facing east

SGA15-0536

Building 20, first flloor, field officer's living Building 20, first flloor, field officer's living
room. Facing north-west
room. Facing south-west

SGA15-0537
General view of site. Facing west

SGA15-0538

SGA15-0539

SGA15-0540

Air raid shelter. Facing west

Building 20, first flloor, field officers'
service corridor. Facing north

Building 20, first flloor, field officers'
servants room. Facing east

SGA15-0541

SGA15-0542

SGA15-0543

Building 20, first flloor, field officers'
servants room. Facing east

Building 20, first flloor, mess man's
bedroom. Facing west

Building 20, first flloor, mess man's living
room. Facing west
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SGA15-0544

SGA15-0545

SGA15-0546

Building 20, first flloor, mess man's
landing. Facing east

Building 20, first flloor, mess man's WC.
Facing north-east

Building 19, W side, ground floor WC.
Facing north

SGA15-0547

SGA15-0548

SGA15-0549

Building 19, W side, ground floor WC,
cistern. Facing north-west

Building 19, W side, ground floor stair.
Facing north

Building 19, W side, ground floor parlour.
Facing east

SGA15-0550

SGA15-0551

SGA15-0552

Building 19, W side, ground floor parlour.
Facing west

Building 19, W side, ground floor stair.
Facing south

Building 19, W side, ground floor kitchen
extension. Facing west

SGA15-0553

SGA15-0554

SGA15-0555

Building 19, W side, ground floor
cupboard. Facing north

Building 19, W side, ground floor, safe.
Facing north

Building 19, W side, ground floor, former
kitchen. Facing north

SGA15-0556

SGA15-0557

SGA15-0558

Building 19, W side, ground floor, former
kitchen. Facing north-east

Building 19, W side, ground floor, former
kitchen. Facing south

Building 19, W side, ground floor, larder.
Facing north
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SGA15-0559

SGA15-0560

SGA15-0561

Building 19, W side, ground floor, living
room. Facing south

Building 19, W side, ground floor, living
room. Facing south-west

Building 19, E side, ground floor, living
room. Facing east

SGA15-0562

SGA15-0563

SGA15-0564

Building 19, E side, ground floor, living
room. Facing south

Building 19, E side, ground floor, living
room. Facing west

Building 19, E side, ground floor, stair.
Facing north

SGA15-0565

SGA15-0566

SGA15-0567

Building 19, E side, ground floor, stair.
Facing south

Building 19, E side, ground floor,
extension, coat hooks. Facing north

Building 19, E side, ground floor,
extension, WC. Facing south

SGA15-0568

SGA15-0569

SGA15-0570

Building 19, E side, ground floor, parlour.
Facing west

Building 19, E side, ground floor, former
kitchen. Facing north-west

Building 19, E side, ground floor, former
kitchen. Facing south

SGA15-0571

SGA15-0572

SGA15-0573

Building 19, E side, ground floor, former
kitchen. Facing east

Building 19, E side, ground floor, former
kitchen, latch. Facing north-west

Building 19, E side, ground floor, larder.
Facing north
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SGA15-0574

SGA15-0575

Building 19, E side, ground floor, kitchen. Building 19, E side, ground floor, kitchen.
Facing north
Facing south-west

SGA15-0576
Building 19, E side, first floor, landing.
Facing south

SGA15-0577

SGA15-0578

SGA15-0579

Building 19, E side, first floor, landing.
Facing south-west

Building 19, E side, first floor, landing.
Facing north

Building 19, E side, first floor, landing.
Facing east

SGA15-0580

SGA15-0581

SGA15-0582

Building 19, E side, first floor, E
extension. Facing north-east

Building 19, E side, first floor, E
extension. Facing north-west

Building 19, E side, first floor, E
extension. Facing north-east

SGA15-0583

SGA15-0584

SGA15-0585

Building 19, E side, first floor, E
extension WC. Facing west

Building 19, E side, first floor, N
bedroom. Facing north

Building 19, E side, first floor, N
bedroom. Facing south

SGA15-0586

SGA15-0587

SGA15-0588

Building 19, E side, first floor, N
bedroom. Facing north

Building 19, E side, first floor, N
bedroom. Facing south

Building 19, E side, first floor, E
extension. Facing east
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SGA15-0589

SGA15-0590

SGA15-0591

Building 19, E side, first floor, middle
bedroom. Facing west

Building 19, E side, first floor, middle
bedroom. Facing east

Building 19, E side, first floor, S bedroom.
Facing west

SGA15-0592

SGA15-0593

SGA15-0594

Building 19, E side, first floor, S bedroom.
Facing east

Building 19, W side, first floor, S
bedroom. Facing west

Building 19, W side, first floor, S
bedroom. Facing east

SGA15-0595

SGA15-0596

SGA15-0597

Building 19, W side, first floor, middle
bedroom. Facing east

Building 19, W side, first floor, middle
bedroom. Facing west

General view of site. Facing south

SGA15-0598

SGA15-0599

SGA15-0600

Building 19, W side, first floor, landing.
Facing north

Building 19, W side, first floor, landing.
Facing south

Building 19, W side, first floor, stair.
Facing south

SGA15-0601

SGA15-0602

SGA15-0603

Building 19, W side, first floor, W
extension. Facing west

Building 19, W side, first floor, W
extension. Facing south-west

Building 19, W side, first floor, N
bedroom. Facing north
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SGA15-0604

SGA15-0605

SGA15-0606

Building 19, W side, first floor, N
bedroom. Facing west

Building 19, W side, first floor, N
bedroom. Facing south

Building 19, W side, first floor, W
extension. Facing west

SGA15-0607

SGA15-0608

SGA15-0609

Building 19, W side, first floor, W
extension, bathroom. Facing south-west

Building 19, W side, first floor, W
extension. Facing west

Building 19, W side, first floor, W
extension. Facing west

SGA15-0610

SGA15-0611

SGA15-0612

Building 19, W side, first floor, W
extension. Facing east

Building 19, exterior. Facing south

Building 15, exterior. Facing south-west

SGA15-0613

SGA15-0614

SGA15-0615

Building 15, exterior. Facing south-east

Building 15, exterior. Facing south

Building 20, exterior. Facing south-east
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APPENDIX 4:
ASTON WEBB’S 1913 SPECIFICATION FOR THE SIR JOHN MOORE MEMORIAL HALL
(SHORNCLIFFE ARCHIVES)
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